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Survey Misrepresents
Faculty Credentials
by Li-Yu Huang

In the October 15 issue of U.S.
News and World Report,.
Hopkins is reported as having
only 58 per cent of its faculty
holding doctorates. According to
administration officials, however,
this low figure is blatantly incor-
rect and the mistake lies in the
presentation of the questions
given by U.S. News and World
Report's survey.
According to Controller of the

University Jerry Bridges, the
survey document asked for two
data fields in relation to faculty.
"The survey wanted the

number of full-time faculty with
PhDs, and then they wanted just
the number of full-time faculty
with terminal degrees," Bridges
said. "We interpreted the first
data field to mean those only with
PhDs and the second one to in-
clude all those with MDs. The
conflict came about because of
how we were to classify the
MDs. Looking back, we now
know that they wanted us to treat
the MDs as PhDs since that is the
highest degree you can get in the
medical field."
In actuality, the figure that

should've been reported in the
magazine's poll is that approx-
imately 98 per cent of the facul-
ty on campus have doctorates, ac-
cording to Bridges. Dean
VandeLinde of the G.W.C.
Whiting School of Engineering
said, during the Parents'
Weekend "State of the Univer-

sity" address, "The mistake
brought the school down four or
five notches to number 15." The
whole survey by U.S. News 4:4c
World Report was inconsistent,
Bridges stated.
"They asked us questions

about the University as a
whole-- -incl-,ag the medical
school and other graduate level
divisions, not just the Homewood
campus—and yet they presented
the data as if for undergraduates
only," Bridges explained.

Director of News and Informa-
tion Services Dennis O'Shea
pointed out that the inconsisten-
cy actually boosted Hopkins'
standings as far as faculty/student
ratio.

"When you include the large
medical school faculty and treat
the University as a whole in the
survey, it put us much better off
in terms of faculty/student ratio,"
O'Shea said. "In the overall
rankings, I think this helped to
offset the low figure for faculty
with PhDs. As you can see from
the poll, we did not change in
overall position significantly from
past years."

As far as the impact of the in-
accurate figure on potential
undergraduate applicants to
Hopkins, O'Shea said that there
will be little or none at all.
"If a student is concerned

about it, he'll probably consult
other sources like the Barrons
guide or call the University
itself," O'Shea said.
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SAC Restricts Grad Club Music
Wolman Construction Exacerbates Noise Problem
by News-Letter staff

The SAC has restricted the use
of amplified music at the Grad
Club after a Funk Night party on
Saturday, October 22, produced
complaints from McCoy
residents, according to club
manager Jocelyn Mini. Ad-
ministration officials stated that
noise generated from the Wolman
Hall renovations has exacerbated
the issue.
Funk Night featured two live

bands playing from 10 pm to
about 1:15 am, according to
Mini. She also stated that the par-
ty was financially successful and
the biggest all year.
The Grad Club received the

first of three complaints from
security before 10:30 pm, said
Mini. She stated that the next two
calls all came before midnight.
She said that security asked her
to turn the volume down.
According to Mini, she com-

plied by closing all the windows
in the Grad Club and turning
down the volume. She also stated
that Bill Harrington, SAC advisor
to the club," showed up and
called security to find out about
any additional complaints." Mini
said that "there appeared to be
none."

When she closed up at about
1:30 am, Mini said that she
"thought that everything was
fine." She stated that Harrington
told her to plan a Funk Night for
next week.
Mini said that the Office of

Residential Life later told her that
students had given up complain-
ing. Bill Smedick, director of the
SAC, stated that complaints
"came in different ways";
however, he was not aware of the
number of complaints, he said.

It was not until Wednesday that
she was aware that Bill Smedick,
with the recommendation of
Residential Life, had decided
against amplified music at the
Grad Club, according to Mini.
According to Smedick, the

decision was made for one event,
but that there is "plenty of room
for compromise."
"We are concerned about noise

at certain times," Smedick said.
He emphasized that the music
was not the only concern, but also
noise made by people leaving the
Grad Club.
According to Smedick, his of-

fice will look at each event "a lot
more carefully" in terms oltime
and noise.
Sharyn Reynolds, assistant

director of Residential Life,

Deans Evaluate State
Of the University
by Seyi Adebimpe

As part of Parents Weekend
'90, the Deans of the Schools of
Arts and Sciences and the School
of Engineering and the Dean of
Financial Aid and Student Ac-
tivities remarked on "The State
of the University—Direction for
the Future" on October 27 in
Shriver Hall.
"This year's freshman class is

excellent." began Lloyd Arm-
strong, the dean of Arts and
Sciences. "We are also gratified
that we have such an excellent
faculty which includes a Biology
chair from Cornell, a German
chair from Stanford, three new
history professors and one of the
hottest young mathematic
economists in the nation. We
have superb faculty for superb
students."
Dean Armstrong then ad-

dressed the parents, his remarks
touching upon such topics as the
improvement in construction on
the Hubble Space Telescope, the
opening of the Bloomberg
building for Physics and
Astronomy, and the new inter-
disciplinary Department of
Cognitive Science.
Dean Armstrong also com-

municated the University's desire
to hire a famous poet/critic who
is, " . . . also a chairman of a
department at the University of
Berkeley" and "to establish a
language institute to facilitate the
needs of students who wish to
learn Portugese, Japanese and
Korean."
"This is one of the most ex-

citing times to be going to col-
lege," said Armstrong. "The
world's change requires changes
in science and to deal with this,
Hopkins has created many new
fields that have department
members jumping up and down
with excitement."
Dean Armstrong commented

on the traditional disciplinary
structure at the University and the
rapidly increasing diversity of the

student body.
"What do we want our students

to leave with?. . . We will always
challenge, help, and guide them
in learning and in research. We'll
try to keep the great faculty com-
ing, and we thank you for keep-
ing the great students coming."
Dean VandeLinde of the

G.W.C. Whiting School of
Engineering said, "Apparently
the questionairre sent out by U.S.
News and World Report was
misinterpreted in the doctorate-
holding category. 98.5% of
Hopkins' faculty do, in fact, hold
a doctoral degree. Unfortunate-
ly the mistake brought the school
down four or five notches to
number 15."
VandeLinde commented on the

growing number of female
engineers in each class, as well
as the excellent review the school
received from the accreditation
board.
"They had nothing but good

things to say about us. They said
our faculty was one of the best

Continued on page 3

stated that she lives on the fourth
floor directly above the Grad
Club, and that the noise was
"very loud" and even made her
apartment "windows vibrate."
Reynolds also claimed that she
would have "had to blast my
TV" to hear it, and that the noise
got louder as the evening went
on. She noted a noise problem
with people clearing out of the
club.
According to Reynolds,

residents of McCoy were even
shouting out their windows for
the music to be turned down.
The problem, stated Reynolds,

is not just an issue of activities but
also the Wolman construction go-
ing on across the street. The
early-morning, seven-days-a-
week construction has made life
"absolutely Miserable for McCoy
residents," according to her. She

said that while the University has
shared complaints with the
developer, it has no control over
the situation.

According to Don Bristow of
Seims Contracting, the contrac-
tor doing the renovations on
Wolman Hall, they have "an
agreement with the University
about keeping noise down." He
said that this included not begin-
ning work before 7:30 am.
"We try to keep noise down,"

Bristow stated,"because we
know the situation over there [at
the University]."
Carol Mohr, Director of

University Housing, was not
available for comment.
Harrington stated that "the

essence of the problem is con-
struction in Wolman beginning at
6:30 am every day of the week."

Continued on page 2
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James Meredith, staff assistant to Senator Jesse Helms, shares his life
story as part of the 1990 M.S.E. Symposium.

Meredith Tells 'The
Story of My Life'
by Bradley Cohen

James Meredith, the first
African-American student to
enroll in and graduate from the
University of Mississippi spoke
at Tuesday night's MSE Sym-
posium. His speech, entitled
"The Story of My Life: From
Mississippi to Washington" was
a personal look at the history of
the civil rights movement.

Meredith began by talking
about his childhood as the son of
a poor sharecropper in Mississip-
pi. He said that the most impor-
tant fact of his childhood. other
than being born, was being "born
black." As a result, Meredith
said that he faced a variety of
restrictions and limitations. In
spite of that, he received an
elementary education at the first
school in his home town for
African-American children.
founded by his parents and other
adults in his community with
$334.32.
As a result of his childhood ex-

periences. Meredith told the au-
dience, "I felt a divine respon-
sibility to lead the black race to
its destiny." He went on to ex-
plain that he had a destiny to
create a new world and to return
control to my kind."

After graduating from high
school. Meredith entered the
U.S. Air Force where he broke
the first, of many racial barriers.
He told the story of an Air Force
mechanic who chose a
dishonorable discharge after the
Montgomery Bus Boycott
because he did not want to work

for a black man.
Meredith explained that the

goal of enrolling at the Universi-
ty of Mississippi was to change
the racial attitudes. After obser-
ving an enormous anti-
Eisenhower rally in Tokyo in
1960, Meredith said he learned
the power of "mass action." Ex-
plaining. "racial attitudes are all
man-made, they can change like
the wind." he went on to tell
about his experiences in Africa
and Columbia Law School after
graduating from Mississippi.
The next phase of Meredith's

life involved doing research in
Jackson. Mississippi and Cin-
cinati, Ohio on the urban pro-
blems which he claimed African-
Americans face. his research. he
claimed, showed that the majority
of problems involving African-
Americans are the result of a
breakdown of the traditional
family structure.
Research findings in hand.

Meredith explained that he wrote
every member of Congress to
solicit a position and was offered
a job by North Carolina Senator
Jesse Helms. As a special assis-
tant to Sen. Helms. Meredith ex-
plained that his job entails conti-
nuing his research on urban
problems.

Meredith concluded by giving
the audience his impressions of
Washington. Calling it a "world
unto itself'•, he said that
Washington has lost touch with
the average American as seen in
the policies that originate from
the capital.

Continuoi on page 3

Loren Hien'
Dean Vandelinde of the School of
Engineering.
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Deans Attend Council
Student Participation Encouraged
by Matt Rosengart
Student Council Secretary

Deans Armstrong and
Vandelinde of the Schools of Arts
and Sciences and Engineering,
respectively, attended this week's
Student Council meeting to
discuss academic concerns.
Dean Armstrong said that any

increase in the tuition will be bas-
ed upon an increase in the cost of
education. Progress with the
Department of Biology was also
discussed. Questions concerning
the department's lack of an
anatomy class and other classes
that are pertinent to medical
school were raised. The future of
Kreiger Hall was another con-
cern. The building may house a
new computer lab and the new
foreign language lab, which
would help to strengthen all
language departments and further
the possibility of establishing new
classes.
The Deans themselves re-

quested student participation and
input on the Scheduling Commit-
tee, an organization that looks at
the scheduling of classes and the
present process in scheduling of
the school. They also asked for
a student to sit in on the Elemen-
tary Mathematics Committee to
look at the offerings of basic math
courses and to offer suggestions.
Art Yoon, president of the senior
class, suggested that the Deans
circulate a survey asking students
how they would improve the
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school if they were the Deans.
Procedures concerning this re-
quest are being considered.
The issue of ROTC on campus

was again addressed. President
Bob Nelson appointed Bill Cas-
tle, sophomore class represen-
tative, and Jeff Perlstein, senior
class representative, as co-
chairpersons of the ROTC Com-
mittee. He informed the commit-
tee that they are to report back to
council with two or three possi-
ble proposals by November 27.

In other business, the junior
class is sponsoring a Halloween
party for the entire school on Fri-
day, November 2. Admission is
$1.00 for all non-juniors. The
sophomore class' Pizzapeel Night
will be postponed. The freshman
class officers and representatives
are laying the groundwork for a
monthly newsletter.

Brandon Kruk

The Annual Phi Psi 5($) was held on October 27 to benefit Santa Claus

Anonymous. Teams participated in bed races, tug-of-war

competitions, and three legged races. The events were held on the

Gilman Quad and were sponsored by the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.

Miller Receives Nobel Prize
Research Involves 'New Field of Economics'
by Chris Piepszak

Merton H. Miller, who re-
ceived his PhD from the Depart-
ment of Political Economy, was
named tri-recipient of this year's
Nobel Prize in Economics, for his
work in the determination of cor-
porate debt and distribution of
assets.

Miller's research involves what
he calls a "relatively new field of
economics," that is, financial
economics, which emerged dur-
ing the 1950s. In Miller's words,
financial economics is the

application of economics to
problems in the area of business
finance," and one of his goals
was to". . . provide a basic
framework and vocabulary" for
its discussion. Miller questioned
whether leverage effected the
value of a firm, and how. In order
to find an answer, Miller ex-
plained the factors in the deter-
mination of a corporation's debt
and the distribution of assets.
Further, he contended that corn-

panies could leverage their budget
with borrowing and then proper-
ly manage that debt. This theory,
he said, makes itself apparent in
the stockmarket's takeover and
buy-out of the 1980s.

Miller worked with Harry
Markowitz and William Shame,
who are the other recipients of
this year's award, as well as
Franco Modigliani, winner of the
same prize in 1985.

Miller was born in Boston in
1923, received a degree of A.B.
(magna cum laude) from Harvard
University in 1943, and was then
employed for some years by the
government. He studied at
George Washington University,
and came to JHU in 1949, receiv-
ing his PhD in 1952.

According to Miller, he came
to JHU " . . . in order to study
with Fritz Machlup—an interna-
tionally known economist."
Miller also noted another faculty
member, Herberton Evans, who
was himself a JHU alumnus.

Miller's dissertation, "Price
Discrimination in the Railway In-
dustry" examined the economic
challenge of explaining " . . . the
wide differences in railway rates
on essentially similar com-
modities and hauls." Miller sug-
gested possible solutions to the
dilemma of regularizing
" . . . benefits of competition
without wastes [while still leav-
ing] the railway industry self-
supporting."

After attending JHU, Miller
entered the London School of
Economics. He then went to
Carnegie Tech in Pittsburgh and
U. Chicago's Graduate School of
Business. The actual research for
which Miller won the award was
completed in 1958.

The Nobel Prize in Economics
was instituted in 1968 by
Sweden's Central Bank. Since the
Economics prize was first award-
ed, eighteen of thirty recipients
have been from the United States.

McCoy Residents
Raise Ruckus
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tihe Grad 1ad Club
had targeted "Saturday as the on-
ly night of loud entertainment as
a consideration to residents" but
with the construction, it was
"deemed inappropriate to go past
11 pm" by the Office of Residen-
tial Life. Harrington added that
"sensitivity comes into play
because of construction. People
don't get a chance to sleep in [on
Sunday]."
Reynolds stated that last year,

"if it wasn't an academic night,"
her office could allow the loud
music, but that this year,
residents have had their "choices
taken away." She said that some
"people go elsewhere to sleep"
and that some were "taking naps
when construction workers go to
lunch."

According to Reynolds, her of-
fice has been distributing
walkmans and earplugs to com-
bat the construction noise.
Mini stated that Residential

Life told her that it would be un-
fair to ask students to com-
promise. She views the issue as
a "question of tolerance as
building mates," but does
understand the plight of the
McCoy residents.
According to Mini, though, last

year's managers requested that
the Housing Office inform pro-
spective tenants that they would
be sharing a building with the
Grad Club, but that they refused
to do so.
Carol Mohr, Director of

University Housing, was
unavailable for comment.
A resident of the Charles stated

that his apartment is closer to the
construction than McCoy and that
he is forced to put up with it as
well. He stated that living closer
to campus required accepting a
certain amount of noise, though.

Mini does not think that the loss
of Funk Night will mean the end
of the Grad Club. "We don't
need Funk Night" she said. "We
need student interest to stay
alive... People aren't coming to
import night."
She also noted that the Grad

Club is "trying to appeal to a
wider variety of students" in-
cluding student groups and
nonalcoholic customers by open-
ing earlier, adding coffee, and in-
viting clubs to meet there.
"We're student-run, but we

need input. We're really casual:
if someone said 'I wish you had
popcorn', we'd get popcorn,"
stated Mini.
Mini stated that she is willing

to compromise with those who
are complaining. If there are peo-
ple loitering, she is willing to post
security, she said. She said she is
also willing to set the volume at
an acceptable level to residents
and keep the windows closed at
all times.
Mini stated that a DJ played at

the Grad Club Tuesday, October
30 without incident. She said that
it was fun and she might "try a
Funk Night like that."
Smedick does not believe that

the restriction on amplified music
will "put them under." In fact,
he noted an "upturn in the regular
nights" and a "crunch for student
space" which should give the
Grad Club some business.
Reynolds pointed to other col-

lege towns which offer "really
neat coffee houses." She sees a
possibility of the Grad Club
becoming one for the students at
the University. She suggests
building "a broader base of
clients" and moving Funk Night
to Levering.
Harrington thinks that

"lounges are sterile" and that the
Grad Club could provide a 'nice,
comfortable place to meet."
Funk Night is not dead, according
to Harrington, "its just a matter
of finding a spot for it."
The Grad Club will have to

"try for lower-key entertain-
ment," according to Harrington,
which might include acoustical
music. He admits, though, that it
"won't generate the numbers and
it will be difficult to remain sol-
vent."
While "a steady group of peo-

ple come by [the Grad Club], we
don't generate enough money,"
according to Harrington.
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Deans
Discuss
Hopkins'
Future

Continued from page 1

they had ever seen, that our
laboratory was in tip-top shape
and that our students were
great."

VandeLinde also said, "In the
pursuit of improved engineering,
we have planned to renovate all
those buildings (on the engineer-
ing quadrangle), and we have also
formed a committee to evaluate
the Differential Equations, Linear
Algebra, and Calculus classes to
see how we can best meet the
needs of our students."
With regards to research, Man-

dolin said, "We expect the
students to be more involved in
research. Closer to a hundred
percent. . . getting involved with
faculty members for cutting edge
experience."
The Dean of Homewood

Schools Services, Christopher
Columbo, said, "Admissions are
improving, and we have currently
set up an enrollment management
plan to evaluate such issues as
housing, athletics and other
student-related activities for the
best service possible." he
remarked.
"The Bradford and Wolman

renovations," Columbo said,
"will be completed by next
August and later we plan to
renovate McCoy."
Commenting on the success of

the Graduate Pipeline and Sum-
mer Scholars programs, as well
as the football team's record with
a new coach, Columbo said,
"We are generally pleased with

improvements in all things and
expect to see more of the same in
the future."

Five-
Year
Plan
Update
by News-Letter staff

According to President
William C. Richardson, "the
University's major sources of in-
come...are all subject to con-
siderable uncertainties or limits.

In his report to the Board of
Trustees October 15, Richardson
identified "a number of con-
cerns", including some
"primarily financial" issues,
which might "affect the basic
character" of the University. He
identified five major sources of
income for the University: federal
research funding, tuition, state
aid, clinical service fees, and
bonded indebtedness.
"For the foreseeable future,"
Richardson said,"it will be
neither desirable nor possible to
raise our tuition as rapidly as we
have in the past." He described
the tuition increase of two years
ago as a "one-time-bump-up of
sixteen percent" associated with
the Five-Year Financial Plan.

Richardson also told the Board
that "in regard to the Arts &
Sciences,... Dean Armstrong and
his colleagues have been working
with [the] central administration
budget staff, and are very close
to having a five-year financial
plan for FY91-95 that is
reasonable and sustainable."
He said that more information
was forthcoming.

House for Rent
Charles Village, 3

Bdrm. Town House, 1
car gar. All appliances,
frig, d/w, washer/drier,
bus 11, cony. to JHU.
Families, mar. coup.,

individuals only.
$895/mo., 442-2942.

Missing Person
Name: Victor Epand
DOB: 1/4/71
Description: W/M, 59,114
lbs., brown hair, clothing
unknown

Victor Epand was last seen
in Baltimore City on October
15, 1990.

IF LOCATED CONTACT
MISSING PERSONS UNIT:
(301) 396-2334

Information provided by Baltirn;):e Police Department

Meredith Emphasizes
Family in Black Life

Continued from page 1
The subsequent question-and-

answer period focused on Mr.
Meredith's current beliefs on his
mission for the black race and the
problems facing the African-
American community.
Adrienne Miller, a student in

the Perspectives on Race Rela-
tions class, criticized Meredith
for "skirting around issues" in
his speech and in his answers to
questions. Miller said that
Meredith is "one of the revered
black leaders in black history and
in the black community," but she
suggested that his behavior
should not be excused because of
his race or his role as a leader.
Ravi Veeraswamy, Symposium

co-chair, said that he expected
some response from the audience
because of Meredith's controver-
sial position. "Some people in the
crowd," he said, "were clearly
negative towards him." In mak-

ing a final assessment of Meredith
and his speech, Veeraswamy
said, however, that Meredith's
personal sacrifices and
achievements must be taken into
account.

Co-chair Mark Friedman said
that the Symposium is meant to
present different views on the
issue of race whether the au-
dience agrees with the position or
not. "You don't want to leave
always nodding your head,"
Friedman said, "because you
don't learn that way."
The next symposium speaker

will be Taylor Branch, author of
Parting Waters: America in the
King Years, and winner of the
1989 Pulitzer Prize for History,
who on November 8 will present
"The Riddle of Moses: Blacks
and Jews in America.' The lec-
ture will be co-sponsored by the
Hopkins Jewish League.

Student Crime Report
In response to the need to

circulate more effectively in-
formation relevant to security
and personal safety for the
University community, the
News-Letter and- Johns
Hopkins Security Department,
with the cooperation of
Baltimore Police Department,
will publish a crime report of
recent incidents in the Greater
Charles Village area. Crimes
and incidents involving
Hopkins students and serious
incidents affecting the Univer-
sity community will be
reported.
Trends in criminal activity

will be noted and advice from
Police and Security Depart-
ment officers will be included.
The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Security Bulletin will con-
tinue to carry information of
interest to the community
regarding security matters, but
will concentrate more on
preventive information and
announcements.
No names or specific ad-

dresses will be published, and
matters concerning commer-
cial or business-related in-
cidents not owned by the Johns
Hopkins University will not
regularly appear.
As always, anyone wishing

to report a crime or incident
should contact Johns Hopkins
University Security at
338-7777 and Baltimore Police
by calling 911.
-The following incidents oc-

curred on campus and in the
greater Charles Village area
from October 22nd to 29th.
10/22
—Larceny from auto 3300 blk.

Abell Ave. Wallet & papers
taken from vehicle.
—Burglary 300 blk. E. 33rd.
Entry gained through bsmt.
window. Money and bike
taken. —Burglary Unit blk. E.
26th. Entry through rear win-
dow. C.D. player taken.
10/23
—Burglary 2800 blk. N.
Calvert. Unknown means of
entry. T.V. & V.C.R. taken.
—Attempt Burglary 2800 blk.
St. Paul. Deadbolt forced.
10/24
—Aggrevated Assault 100 blk.
E. 33rd. A cab driver maced
a passenger during an argu-
ment over fares. —Breaking &
Entering 300 blk. E. Univer-
sity Pkwy. Rear door forced.
V.C.R. taken. —Breaking &
Entering 3800 blk. St. Paul.
Entry though unlocked rear
door. Watch & wallet taken.
—Larceny from auto 3200 blk.
St. Paul. Radar detector taken.
—Larceny on campus. No
forced entry. Two clocks taken
from Gilman Hall office. —
Larceny on campus. Entry
method unknown. Telephone
taken from Gilman Hall office.
—Bike theft on campus.
12-speed bike secured with
cable from M.S.E. bike rack.
10/25
—Shoplifting WaWa Food
Market. 3300 blk. St. Paul.
Warrant obtained.
—Armed robbery 2700 blk.
St. Paul. 5:45 p.m. Two
teenage males grabbed the vic-
tim and took a watch and wig.
--Larceny from auto 3400 blk.
N. Charles. License plate
removed.
—Attempt stolen auto 300 blk.

E. 26th. Rear vent window
broken; ignition popped.
10/26
—Burglary 3100 blk. N.
Calvert. Entry through unlock-
ed rear door. Bicycle taken.
10/27
—Burglary 300 blk. E.
University Pkwy. Entry
through rear window. Money
and purse taken.
—Robbery/Purse Snatch Unit
blk. E. 28th. 3:45 p.m. Two
males on bicycles rode by and
grabbed victim's purse.
—Larceny 200 blk. E. Univer-
sity Pkwy. Money & wallet
taken from apt.
—Burglary 2700 blk.
Maryland Ave. Rear screen
forced. Money, phone, tapes
and V.C.R. taken.
10/28
—Larceny on campus. Bicycle
seat removed from bike at
M.S.E. rack. —Armed rob-
bery 100 blk. W. 29th. 12:45
a.m. Two males, one armed
with a handgun, struck the vic-
tim and took $130.00 from his
wallet. —Shoplifting WaWa
Food Market. 3300 blk. St.
Paul. Subject arrested on
scene.
—Attempt stolen auto 2600
blk. N. Calvert. Vehicle
entered by unknown means.
—Larceny from auto 100 blk.
W. University Pkwy. -Stereo
and tapes taken.
—Stolen vehicle 300 blk. E.
30th. Honda motorcycle from
parking lot.
10/29
—Burglary 100 blk. W. 29th.
Rear basement door forced.
Radio taken.

$118 roundtrip
airfares on
Northwest Airlines.

Only for student American Express Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express' Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action—or just simply to
escape.

American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordi-
nary travel privileges on Northwest —

• exclusively for student Cardmembers:
• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE

PURCHASE OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP
TICKETS—to many of the more than 180
cities in the 48 contiguous [Inked States
served by Northwest. Each certificate is
good for a six-month period, and they
will arrive in four to six weeks after
you receive the Card.*
• 10% OFF ANY NORTIIWEST FLIGHT--
with your own personalized discount

EXPRESS

card, valid through January 1991 on all
Northwest and Northwest Airlink
Flights. (This discount is not applicable
to the $118 student certificates and
other certificates, promotions or special
status airfares)
• 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE
TRAVEL—when you enroll in Northwest's
WorldPerks® Free Travel Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER

IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.
Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942-
AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. Of you have_your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

• speed the process)

APPLY TODAY

r

Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Card-
member you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you
would expect from American Express.

So pick up the phone. Apply for the
Card. And start packing!

Alembership Has Its Privilege?

i'800-942-AMEX AIRLINESAIRLINES

Automatic Acceptance makes it easier to get the Card now.
'Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets 110151 he purchased within 24 hours alter making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes may he made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited
and may not always be available when you call Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not he available between cities to which Northwest does not have •
published routings. City fuel surcharges tun included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago 45001, Denver ($2.G)) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call
1-800-942-AMEX. CO 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc.

IE AMERICAN EXPRESS' CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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The Miranda Act
 Douglass Barre

Episode Seven:
Morning Is Broken

Miranda's alarm clock didn't
ring. That isn't to say that it
didn't go off, but it certainly
didn't ring. It tried to wake
Miranda by emitting a
monotonous series of altogether
too soft beeps, which, of course,
consistently failed to rouse her
from her blissful rest.
At seven-oh-nine on Friday

morning, Miranda's alarm clock
beeped. In an unconscious stupor,
her left arm swung around and
tapped the device into "snooze
mode," the electronic equivalent
of "Right: You're tired, I'll come
back in nine minutes and hopeful-
ly you won't hit me again." With
that, Miranda returned to her
dream of Daniel Day-Lewis and
Christian Slater doing long divi-
sion in their heads, naked.

Nine minutes later, the clock
gave it another try. This time,
Miranda's eyes bolted open and
she realized that not only wasn't
she watching Dan and Christian's
math composition, but she wasn't
even in her own bed in Califor-
nia. She was still in hell. The east
coast. School.
She kicked down the covers,

wrap:)ed her fuzzy green
bathrobe around her, and head-
ed for the kitchen. Zack was in-
the living room, asleep on the
couch. Miranda occasionally
wondered if Zack was telling the
truth when he said that he had his
own apartment. It wasn't like he
ever spent any time there. He had
slept through last night's house
meeting debacle, somehow, and
he didn't show any sign of
recovering from that state.
She poked him with her finger.

He mumbled "don't forget to
water the armadillo, honey," and
plunged his head into the couch
pillow. Deeper than it already
was, at least.
Doris was already in the kit-

chen, a fact made abominably
clear by her perky cry of "Good
morning, Miranda! Want some

oatmeal?" Miranda did not.
Miranda didn't want happiness
and cheer, either, though that she
didn't think she could escape.
Doris had most likely gotten up
at around five to take a walk and
finish some political paper left
over from last night. As she did
every morning. Miranda filled a

Zack mumbled, "Don't
forget to water the
armadillo, honey."

cup with water to make some tea.
When she opened the microwave,
however, there was alreay a cup
of water there.
"Doris?" Miranda sighed.
"Oops, sorry!" Doris smiled.

"1 forgot to take it out. I'll reheat
it, it'll only take a sec!" Doris
slammed the microwave door and
set it for two minutes. Doris also
did this every morning, unfor-
tunately for Miranda. Miranda
was certain that Doris carried
some sort of leave-your-water-in-
the-microwave gene, as no mat-
ter how many times Miranda tried
to give Doris a clue (including the
time she poured water on Doris'
head in a fit of pique) Doris hap-
pily continued on, unenlightened.
Miranda hoped it was recessive.
She trudged back towards her

room, checking to make sure that
Zack hadn't drowned in the
couch. He hadn't. Unfortunate-
ly, that left Miranda the inevitable
task of trying to wake him up.
Even Carol didn't have the will
to do it when she was going out
with him. She had just left him
in bed for Miranda to awaken
with her loud toothbrushing.
Miranda crossed herself. It was

that time, and she needed all the
help she could get to deal with the
late sleeping slug. Zack and she

Continued on page /6

Opinion

Spreading the Bad Word
In undergraduate education, as in writing, what you leave out is

as important as what you include. This maxim seems especially per-
tinent after reading recent reports by President William Richardson
and Ombudsman Sigmund Suskind. Both documents suggest, in their
own way, that, as much as ever, it is the undergraduates at Hopkins
who are being left out.
Richardson's thoughts surfaced in an address to the Board of

Trustees, which accounts for their focus on financial and technical
issues. That disclaimer aside, it should be noted that the new presi-
dent is already growing adept at a familiar administrative song-and-
dance. The song hints at great things for Hopkins undergraduates
in the near future—smaller class sizes, a more diverse student popula-
tion, closer contact with professors, the works. But the dance con-
veniently avoids specifics: What? When'? For how many and how
much? Many at Homewood were more than willing to grant Richard-
son a chance to prove his commitment to undergraduates. But on
the eveidence of his remarks—and remarks and remarks—the presi-
dent is fast joining the ranks of the noncommittal. His October 15

speech to the trustees includes only two substantial mentions of
undergraduates: an admission of the "need to focus on the quality
of undergraduate education" and a nebulous reference to a Freshman
Seminar program.
The News-Letter doesn't aim to sound the alarm or call Richard-

son a fraud. But upon examining the text of his speech, which was
printed in the October 29 edition of the Gazette, we find sufficient
evidence to make us uneasy. Not only does the president marginalize
undergraduates to the point of inaudability—he gives no indication
of their widespread dissatisfaction—but he plunges head-first into the
Johns Hopkins "international reputation" rhetoric that was supposedly
a thing of the past. In the closing sentences of his speech, Richard-
son announces confidently that "Johns Hopkins will increasingly be
seen. . . as a leading international research university—one of a very
small number of American universities, perhaps no greater than five
or six in number, whose names are immediately recognizable
anywhere in the world."

But what good is brand-name recognition if the quality of the
product—or at least its undergraduate item—seems locked in a cycle
of decline? More to the point, how can we ensure quality-control
in our education? When the Office of the Ombudsman was created
in July 1988, it seemed at least one potential conduit for undergraduate
complaints about the University. To be fair, it may still be a legitimate
channel, though on the evidence of the Second Annual Report of the
Office of the Ombudsman (also published in Monday's Gazette), one
gets the idea that Sigmund Suskind also spends a good deal of his

time performing.
It's not that Suskind and his office intend to be specious; they were

born that way. As the report states, the Ombudsman's office "is not
part of the formal structure of the University." And it was never
meant to be, at former president Steven Muller's behest. Doesn't
that mean that the Office can be objective about controversial issues?
Yes, but unfortunately, that precious anonymity also leaves the Om-
budsman without substantial authority. Suskind refers to his office
as a "designated neutral," and it's an apt term. Impartial but inef-
fective, the Office of the Ombudsman sounds great on paper. But
as a tool for effecting concrete changes, it leaves nearly everything
to be desired.

All of this however, should not be a signal to undergraduates to
grin and pay it. There's plenty that one can do to voice his or her
opinion to the administration. Direct correspondence with ad-
ministrators is a tried and effective method. Better still is to have
your parents mail in their complaints; that will get some attention.
Demonstrations and petitions—these things do surface at places other
than Berkeley—are often tremendously succesful at gaining the at-
tention of the powers in Garland.

Action is essential. When Richardson first came to Hopkins, he
seemed cautious and spoke earnestly of a commitment to
undergraduates. The implication was that he was here to help us.
Well, The Johns Hopkins University is a gargantuan institution—
the government will likely allocate $650 million to it in fiscal
1991—and it often takes loud, consistent complaining to be heard
over the din of such impressive figures. Richardson seems increas-
ingly preoccupied with developments abroad. We should take steps
to make sure he doesn't forget about us.
Beyond those mentioned above, the News-Letter, not surprising-

ly, is attached to the idea of spreading "the bad word" via the printed
word. There are several publications at Hopkins—The Spectator,
Perspectives, and the fledgling PSU newspaper come immediately
to mind—that could work with us toward this end. It's no mystery
that Hopkins is riddled with problems. What is puzzling is why the
undergraduate population is so quiet about them.

It's time to speak up before the new regime learns to ignore us.
as skillfully as the old one did. Find a mouthpiece—a letter to the
Editor of a campus publication, a meeting with the dean of your
choice, or perhaps something more visually arresting—and state your
case. Get fellow students involved. You don't have to assume that
all is wrong in the Hopkins world, or that the administration is ig-
norant until proven guilty. Just watch, listen, and make yourselves

heard.

Letters 
Petitioning for the Status Quo; Three Evils: Loud
Music, Construction Noise, and the News-Letter; Others
To the Editors:

I am writing to promote the Col-
lege Republicans' petition to allow
ROTC to remain on campus in its
present form. Our organization had
some reservations about getting in-
volved in this issue. As such, the
petition has just been written up and
is long overdue.
The petition gives four reasons

why a strong ROTC program is ad-
vantageous. The reasons themselves
are indisputable. What every
Hopkins student must decide is
whether these factors should be ig-
nored in favor of making a state-
ment. Is it worth denying a student
a chance to attend Hopkins via a
ROTC scholarship in order to make
a statement against the defense
department?
The petition is silent on the ques-

tion of whether the armed forces'
policy excluding homosexuals is
just. Personally, I cannot pretend to
know enough about military life to
make a definitive statement. The
overriding concern is the preserva-
tion of an integral part of Hopkins.
I believe the vast majority of students
on campus agree.
The ROTC issue should not be

decided by student opinion, and this
is one of the reasons we originally
hesitated on starting up a petition.
There have been signals, however,
that student opinion will be taken in-
to account. GALA has realized this
and repeatedly written into this
paper. Up until now, this may have
given the trustees the idea that stu-
dent opinion strongly supports the
removal of ROTC from campus.
This myth is over, and I challenge
anyone who thinks ROTC should be
sent packing to start a petition along
those lines.

Daniel Abrams
President—College Republicans

To the Editors:
As a resident of McCoy Hall, I

feel obligated to respond to your
editorial of October 26th on the
status of the Grad Club. I must ob-

ject to the News-Letter's practice of

writing an editorial condemning

McCoy residents for being selfish

Puritans opposed to a little loud
music from the Grad Club, when

there was no attempt to gather facts

and present them in a corresponding
article. Standard journalistic pro-

cedure calls tor an objective news
account of a situation to accompany

an official editorial position. At no

point did the News-Letter contact any

McCoy resident and attempt to ob-
tain a full account of the situation.
Instead, the so-called facts were bas-
ed solely on information supplied by
the Grad Club managers.

Undoubtedly, the Grad Club plays
an important role on a campus where
outlets for live music are few and far
between. What needs to be said,
however, is that those McCoy
residents most affected by Grad Club
noise are also those located next to
the construction noise of Wolman
Hall. The News-Letter tells us we
should cope with loud music until
one a.m., but ignores the realities of
deafening construction noise, often
beginnng at 6 a.m. While the new
Wolman will certainly be a welcome
addition, the effect of Wolman con-
struction on the residents of McCoy
and other nearby buildings is
perhaps the most ignored story of the
year.
The News-Letter is correct in that

decisions about the Grad Club, or for
that matter any other program that
affects students, should not be made
arbitrarily and without student input.
Blaming the residents of McCoy for
the University's failure to provide
adequate programming space on
campus is counter-productive. In-
stead of playing into a divide-and-
conquer strategy, the News-Letter
and concerned students should be
asking themselves some harder ques-
tions, such as why Ivy Hall, the
University-owned property on 33rd
Street, remains empty and unused.
Perhaps if the News-Letter took news
a little more seriously, we would all
be a little better off.

Jonathan Roberts

To the Editors:
I would just like to respond to

Kevin McCrea's "Right Angle" in

the October 26th issue of the News-
Letter. As someone who is neither
a paranoid nor a left-wing pacifist
kook' but an avid fan of conspiracy
theories, I was avidly amused. I see
McCrea believes that the Great Con-
spiracy 'Fheory applies only to those
kooks who somehow believe that the
government acts on behalf of cor-
porations, or that war might just be
profitable for certain interests (like
a defense industry faced with the
horror of nothing to defend
against). .. what an outlandish and
extremely unrealistic idea!

In point of fact, I would like to ex-
pose him to another Conspiracy
Theory that I have heard floating
around, suggesting that there is
something out there called the
'organized Left' which is out to
undermine everything America
stands for, and rub out Mom,
baseball, and apple pie. Worse than
organized crime or organized
religion, the 'organized Left' is sit-
ting around waiting for every oppor-
tunity to degrade, debase, and
destroy America. Skulking in their
Bolshevist cadres, these Castro-
worshipping fiends want to turn
America into a Stalinist state and
undermine all its patriotic values.
These evil conspirators were just
waiting for this Iraq crisis (of course)
to strike another blow for world
domination.

Amazingly, McCrea does believe
that the answer to our oil dependen-
cy is to drill for more oil or to build
more nuclear power plants. Of
course, he doesn't mention who is
inconvenienced by these thing
other than Alaska caribou; but I sup-
pose people dislocated from their
homes by oil spills or given cancer
by inadequately constructed nuclear
power plants should just go with the
caribou. Needless to say, only those
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anti-civilization Bolshevist con-
spirators would dare to try and sell
the American people the heinous
idea that we might be able to use
renewable, non-poluting energy
sources. . . cheaply! If this idea ac-
tually got around, people might start
doing crazy things like conserving
energy or looking for alternative
sources to oil.

In closing, I would like to thank

Mr. McCrea for yet another well-
written Right Angle. He prevented
me from doing something foolish
like reading the City Paper and ac-
tually exposing myself to another
point of view from the one on just
about every news program. I might
even have done something crazy like
attend an antiwar demonstration or
write for an alternative publication
and be taken in by the Great Con-
spiritors. Thank goodness we have
someone like him to save us each
week from doing silly things like
criticizing David Duke or thinking
fOr ourselves about the Iraq Crisis.

Steven Mizrach

To the Editors:

I think I can safely say that I am
a part of the group that Kevin
McCrea refers to as "left wing
pacifist kooks." As such, I feel com-
pelled to respond to his column of
October 26, and his representation
of the views of said "kooks."

First, the fact that oil company
profits have declined during the Gulf
crisis does not disprove the fact that
policy is often guided by the in-
fluence of big business. The
manipulation of energy policy dates
back to the early stages of the
automobile's career, with Ford's
lobbying to block expansion of our
rail system. Oil and auto companies
have fought for years to block in-
creases in fuel efficiency standards,
and the oil industry's involvement in
fighting alternative energy sources is
well documented. The combined ef-
fect is that we are well behind the
possibilities of technology in all of
these areas. While not a "Great
Conspiracy," this is the extent to
which we have allowed one interest
to be the major lobbying force on
these issues.
The Alaska pipeline may indeed

be a temporary solution to our
reliance on foreign oil. That,
however, is not the point (according
to we kooks). It does not move us
any closer to a sustainable energy
policy; it simply buys us another iii'-

continued on page 5
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Screw the
Right Thing
 Stephen Kent Jusick

You may have noticed a pam-
phlet, entitled "Non-Academic
disciplinary Procedures For
Undergraduates at the Johns
Hopkins University," in your
campus mailbox last week. It
contains information culled large-
ly from the Undergraduate
Academic Manual, with some
new material detailing
punishments for misconduct.
Typically it contains half-answers
while trying to abridge the rights
of students.
What is disturbing about the

document is its totalitarian tone.
It opens with a statement of Ex-
pectations that informs readers
that students who are "a danger
to their own personal safe-
ty. . . will be disciplined." Accor-
ding to the administration, acts
requiring discipline are things
"which have the potential of har-
ming others." These stipulations
are so broadly drawn that they
could encompass anything from
juggling with knives to driving

(an automobile is a weapon, you
know).
The "Sanctions" section, com-

prising material heretofore un-
codified, demonstrates the un-
forgiving feel of the mailing. The
word "sanction" itself is a legal
term that connotes penalties for
disobedience. The mildest of the
sanctions, "probation," also has
a jurisprudential sense; it brings
to mind a regular program of
check-ups by the local Keystone
Cops. Interestingly, a second of-
fense while on probation will lead
to suspension or expulsion, the
final two prescribed punishments.
(There are no gradations at
Hopkins.)
Once again the University is

using its powers of discrimination
in disregard to students living in
Hopkins-owned housing. These
unlucky souls face eviction if they
are found guilty of any of what
the University deems to be five
serious charges.
The best one is -any activity
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involving. . .burning of any
kind." This means firecrackers,
arson, general setting of fires.
The rest are more standard—theft
of University property, giving
alcohol to minors, use of illegal
drugs, and the necessarily elastic
clause: "knowingly or reckless-
ly endangering the health or safe-
ty of other residents." While
these rules are not outrageously
restrictive, they do set up a
strange situation where a student
could be kicked out of McCoy on
a charge as vague as "endanger-
ing" another resident. This ex-
pulsion could then jeopardize the
student's chance of continuing in
school. What good does it serve
to put that student's future at risk
if someone else who lives in a
rowhouse would get off much
easier for the same crime?

Ego Dia) Bradley Cohen
The most recent issue of the

Johns Hopkins University
Gazette contains the minutes of
the latest meeting of the
Academic Council of the
Homewood Schools. The
meeting was the first to be led by
President Richardson and includ-
ed the standard hashing of
academic and institutional issues
which the Gazette dutifully
published and is famous for.
One item did strike me,

though, and that was interim-
Provost Wolman's statement that
the search for a new provost was
proceeding smoothly. Last year,
Dr. Wolman, a member of the il-
lustrious DOGEE, replaced Pro-
vost John Lombardi, who has
since left to become the President
of the University of Florida.
Now, the office of Provost is

a queer job. After all, I do not
think that there are more than a
dozen current undergraduates
who can explain what it entails.
The explanation that I was given
was that the Provost is akin to a
"Chief Academic Officer" for
the university. Therefore, I
presume that he is responsible for
monitoring students' performance
and running the day-to-day opera-
tions of the school. Perhaps that
is why the individuals who have
held that job have all been a bit
eccentric.
Now that this year's long-

awaited MSE Symposium has
begun I cannot help but think

Two students trek
to Florida in search
of former provost

John Lombardi—with
interesting results

about last year's. If you missed
it, you missed one of the classic
debates in history. No, I am not
talking about Lincoln vs.
Douglas; nor about Kennedy vs.
Nixon; I am talking about Dr.
Lombardi vs. Charles Sykes.

In that debate, Dr. Lombardi
made rhetorical history when he
countered Mr. Sykes' argument
that American universities were
failing in their mission towards
undergraduates by comparing the
American higher education
system to a taco.

In a rhetorical construct that
left the crowd trembling, Dr.
Lombardi argued that Mr. Sykes'
arguments failed because they
tried to group together schools
with different resources and dif-
ferent goals. American higher
education, he said, is like a taco
because it comprises different
"stuff" that is hard to examine
and work with.
The debate left an impression

in my mind of Dr. Lombardi as
an administrator a bit out of touch
with reality. Shortly after that
debate Dr. Lombardi announced
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that he was leaving Hopkins for
Gainesville.

Normally, one would think that
that would be the end of the story,
but it is not. For two weeks ago
I trekked down to Gainesville to
visit Dr. Lombardi and see how
he was doing.
The University of Florida is

about as different from Hopkins
as a school can t)e. For starters,
it is an athletic power in almost
every sport in which it competes.
Additionally, it boasts one of the
best tanned and physically fit stu-
dent bodies in the nation.

After poking around for a
while, I figured that Dr. Lombar-
di must feel terribly out of place
and lonesome for Hopkins. Well,
I was in for a shock. As one
female student told me, "I can't
believe you let him go. He's
awesome!" I wondered if we
were talking about the same
person.
But then it occurred to me,

something had changed.
Something "wonderful" akin to
the movie "2001: A Space
Odyssey." That change was that
Dr. Lombardi had become hip. I
was shocked, and felt an urgent
need to meet him and find out
how this transformation had taken
place.
As the fates would have it

however, I was not able to meet

President Lombardi. For when
my assistant Bill Berger, and I
went to his house, he was not
home. Disappointed, we wrote
him a letter on the back of a
Hopkins lacrosse sticker and ask-
ed him to write us.

Yesterday I received his letter.
Here it is in full: "Dear Brad,
Thanks for the great Hopkins
Lacrosse bumper sticker. While
it's always possible that Hopkins
football will rise up and surprise
us all, I'd rather count on
Lacrosse. It's wonderful that you
and Bill Berger stopped by the
house, and I'm very sorry I miss-
ed you. Hope the drive home
wasn't long. As I remember, it's
mostly boring. Please say hello to
any of my JHU friends you see,
and thanks again for the bumper
sticker. Sincerely yours, John
Lombardi."

It is nice to know that Dr. Lom-
bardi is doing well after Hopkins.
Who knows, maybe next I'll pay
a visit to former President
Muller. Then I could discover
just what it is that makes presi-
dent "what's-his-name?" say
"student initiative."

Read Kathy Korbuly's
"E-Level"—each week in the

News-Letter

Letters 
Continued from page 4

ty years or so, at the end of which
we still have to make the inevitable
transition.
The nuclear question is difficult,

and it may surprise Mr. McCrea to
hear that some of us kooks will ad-
mit it. Its effects in terms of air
pollution and resource depletion are
minimal. At the same time, the real
and potential dangers are significant.
We may need to use nuclear energy
to some extent, but it is not the only
solution.
Mr. McCrea says that "merely

criticizing the lifestyles of 250
million Americans won't solve the
problem." I agree. Worlsing for a
combination of conservation, alter-
native transportation, and a number
of alternative energy sources just
might. Certainly simplifying,
misrepresenting, and mocking the
ideas of anyone critical of our cur-
rent policies will solve nothing ex-
cept one columnist's urge to draw at-
tention to himself.

The document is fond of such
generalized statements—they give
more leeway in application. The
whole Statement of Expectations
is indistinct. One of the misdeeds
leading to forfeiture of student
status is "behavior which tends
to impair the University's pur-
pose or its reputation." The
University's purpose, to all
observers, has nothing to do with
undergraduates, and everything
to do with money. Most students
are not in a position (but in op-
position) to slow the flow of
dollars Hopkins coffers. Closing
the much-ballyhooed radio sta-
tion, or racking up a large deficit
tend to impair the University's
reputation more than any student
ever could.
The use of "tends" is a

strategic choice. As an indefinite
verb, it weakens the specificity
that "impairing" alone would
lend to the rule. As expectations
are now, almost anything could
"tend to impair" the much in-
flated Hopkins reputation—even
the truth. By structuring the rules
in a nebulous manner, with
language that invites mutable in-
terpretation, the University has
created circumstances where
plain statements of detracting
fact, let alone whistle-blowing,
would be punishable.
The sudden appearance of these

expanded regulations begs a ques-
tion. Why? Did something occur
recently that caught the ad-
ministration off guard? If the in-
formation in this handout is
available in the Academic Manual
given to all undergraduates, why
re-release it now? This mass
mailing wasn't expensive (less
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than $300 by crude calculations)
but was it necessary? A far more
egregious example of gross ex-
cess is the glossy guide to Main-
taining A Drug-Free Environ-
ment, from the Substance Abuse
Program. Where is discretion in
these times of austerity?
The fact that this warning sheet

exists at all (the title is almost
self-deprecating) brings up the
issues of morality and ethics in
general. Anyone will tell you that
Hopkins has no honor code, that

The University's
purpose, to all
observers, has

nothing to do with
undergraduates, and

everything to do
with money.

it was abolished years ago. (They
seem almost proud.) But the lack
of a formalized code is not
because Hopkins students are so
far above it. To the contrary, the
very frequency of infractions
made it untenable. An ethics
board exists to investigate com-
plaints, but it is only a reactive
body. Freshmen and new students
are not formally introduced to or
asked to sign an honor code, even
of their own volition. At least one
long-time professor (now pro-
vost) has asked students to sign
exams with a pledge of integrity.

Currently, Rutgers University
is conducting a survey of cheating
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at Johns Hopkins. The Deans
assure students that the mail-in
survey will be completely con-
fidential, seen only by the
Rutgers researchers. The statisti-
cians busy themselves with the
responses, and the campus awaits
their findings. But there is a feel-
ing of fear on campus—might the
suspicion of pervasive cheating
and misconduct be confirmed?
The strongly competitive at-

mosphere at Hopkins cannot be
used as a shield from criticism.
If the University and students are
interested in learning, rather than
grades or achieving the "right"
lab results, there must exist some
way to address problems of
academic ethics. Graduate
students, who seem to be govern-
ed by their respective depart-
ments, should be included in this
effort too. With their greater ex-
perience with academia and
(we're told) intensity, they could
provide a certain amount of in-
sight, if not incidents, for
deliberation.

Just discussing the issue in
classes or in an interactive Orien-
tation program would be a start.
Almost anything is better than ig-
noring the issue and hoping
students pick up on the example
set by the administration. As part
of such a scheme, issues of non-
academic conduct could be ad-
dressed concurtently, and
perhaps shed some light on the
shadowy catacombs of duty and
morality.

The News-Letter: Spreading it
around since 1897.
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PLEASE ROCK

THE BOAT.

And after our

Party Cruise,

you can windsurf,

parasail, or dive.

Raise a racquet.

Or join a

friend or three

for tee.
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water compliments

of nature.
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to party hop.
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The Right Angle Kevin McCrea

James Meredith's lecture at the
MSE Symposium on Tuesday
was. . .er, interesting, I guess. I
expected to learn about his strug-
gle to overcome segregation in
the 1960s as the first black to
enroll and graduate from the
University of Mississippi. In this
regard I was not disappointed;
Meredith did spend part of his
lecture discussing his past
achievements and the barriers he
had to overcome in order to reach
the position he enjoys today.

I also expected to hear a
somewhat articulate defense of a
conservative position on race
relations. Indeed, Meredith did
not pull any punches in giving his
vision of the realities which
blacks face in contemporary
America. Unfortunately for the
Hopkins community, whatever
valuable ideas Meredith may
have had to contribute were
obscured by a paranoia so
perverse that, instead of being
remembered as a defender of con-
servative positions on race rela-
tions, Meredith will go down as
the laughingstock of the 1990
MSE Symposium.

First, his off-the-cuff accusa-
tion that Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall conspired
with the Kennedys to prevent his
entering Ole' Miss was a com-
plete insult to the intelligence of
everyone in Shriver Hall. The
only part of his speech worse than
this accusation was his refusal to
provide evidence backing his
claim when repeatedly question-
ed by members of the audience.
He seemed to believe for some
reason that these questions only
deserved to be completely
ignored.

Meredith does have a record of
making such nonsensical accusa-
tions. As pointed out in an arti-
cle last Sunday about Senator
Jesse Helms—Meredith's current
employer—in the Washington
Post Magazine, Meredith com-
posed a letter in
July insinuating that most
members of the NAACP are
associated with drugs. I'm not
quite sure where he pulled this
gem of an idea from. (Ironical-
ly, the article was authored by
Juan Williams, the one sane Sym-
posium speaker who has appeared

so far.)
Furthermore, the idea upon

which Meredith continually ham-
mered throughout the night—that
"white liberals" had deliberate-
ly designed social welfare
reforms in such a way to keep

No welfare or quota
systems will aid lesser-

off segments of
society. . . . problems
need to be attacked

at root causes.

blacks perpetually in second-class
citizenship—is so ludicrous as to
barely merit attention. How in the
world did he come up with this
conspiratorial opinion?

Meredith completely blurred
the distinction between the well-
intended establishment of pro-
grams which failed to uplift
blacks from his loony-toon idea
of some kind of conspiracy. I'm
quite sure that, in Meredith's
mind, he sees a Ted Kennedy
maliciously savoring the poor

social and economic plight of
blacks—to which he obviously
contributed.
Yet buried within all of this

garbage about Thurgood Mar-
shall and "white liberal" con-
spiracies, Meredith did offer
some noteworthy opinions about
the state of blacks in America. He
stated his belief that the destruc-
tion of the black extended fami-
ly through the welfare system has
consequently led to the lack of
moral training within the black
community. He also emphasized
that blacks should look to
themselves first in attempting to
rise above their current standing,
saying that "no white is obliged
to do my business."
Even though he bases his

beliefs on the wacky conspiracy
theory, Meredith did make an im-
portant point here. This point
should not be used to discuss all
blacks at the exclusion of all
whites, but rather can be explain-
ed in the context of segments of
all races. The devaluation of the
family's important role in raising
children has consequently led to
a lessening of moral standards.

GRONews
Meeting
The next meeting of the

Graduate Council will be held on
November 8th, at 6pm, in the
Grad Club. All interested
graduate students are invited to
attend. Free pizza will be
available to meeting attendees.
At this meeting, we will discuss

the following issues:
1. The GRO response to the

impact of the Five Year Plan, and
its impact on graduate students on
the Homewood campus. (con-
tinued from our previous
meeting)
2. Our goals for the Grad Club

operation, both in the context of
our current site restrictions, and
future locations.

3. A committee to oversee our
annual Graduate Conditions
Survey has been formed, and we
will be searching for students to
join it.

The Grad Club
(is open Monday-Friday, 6
pm-midnight)
The Grad Club is a major con-

cern of the GRO. The Grad Club
is intended to provide a resource
to graduate students by providing
a relaxed atmosphere for study-
ing, meeting or hanging out. Ad-
ditionally, special events of in-
terest for all students are plann-
ed for the Grad Club. Being the
primary graduate student
organization on the Homewood

campus, the GRO funds most of
the entertainment which occurs in
the Grad Club. The cover charge
is the only revenue which the
GRO receives from the Grad
Club. this amount is always much
less than the cost of the entertain-
ment. As a result, it is expected
that all special events at the Grad
Club (band parties, DJ's, movies)
will not fully recover their
expenses.

In contrast, the GRO does not
fund the daily operation of the
Grad Club. The sale of food and
beverages is expected to be suf-
ficient to meet the weekly ex-
penses of the club. Special
events, such as those funded by
the GRO, increase the sale of
food and beverages. The revenue
from these events helps the Grad
Club stay open longer hours, and
on days when it is not directly
profitable. The GRO feels that

Pick up your Applications
Today!

MSE Symposium
Co-Chairs

and

Orientation '91 Co-Chairs

Stop by the Student Council
Office in Levering Hall and get

your applications.

There will be an MSE
information session on

Wednesday Nov. 14 at 6:30 in
the Student Council Office.

Orientation Co-Chairs
will be paid.

being open and available to
students as much as possible is a
fundamental mission of the Grad
Club.
At this time, the Grad Club will

not be hosting band parties or DJ
dance parties. Other events, such
as open mike nights, coffeehouse
singers, and folk bands (ac-
coustic) will continue. Formal
and informal group meetings are
also still welcome, as the Grad
Club will also be purchasing a
VCR, groups interested in show-
ing movies should consider the
Grad Club. For more informa-
tion, contact Bill Harrington (in
the SAC office) or a Grad Club
manager.
The GRO is currently sear-

ching for an alternative location
for our noisier, special events.
We will continue to bill such
events as "Grad Club" events;
by having the Grad Club sell the
food and beverages at the new
venue, we will generate revenue
to support the daily operations of
the Grad Club.
The Grad Club management

also welcomes any suggestions on
how we can improve the club.
For example, we are planning to
expand our food offerings by ad-
ding additional snacks and
munchies.

Department Representatives

The following is a list of
department representatives to the
GRO Council. If your department
is not mentioned, then you do not
have a representative (that has
made her/himself known to us),
and should consider selecting
One.
—Biology: Dan Ferber
—Chemical Engineering: Greg
Fieldson
—Computer Science: Jon Bright
—Classics: David Berkley
-Economics: Ralph El-Chami
—Elec. & Comp. Eng: Sue
Weller
—English: Charles Dove
—Hisp. & Ital. Studies: Sylvia
Ross and Julia Hairston
—History: Patrick Hagopian
-History of Science: Amy Bix
,Mathematics: Tekuji

Kashiwabara
—Math Science: Ann Trenk
—Philosophy: Rhys Gwyn
—Physics and Astronomy: Tanr
Edis
-Political Science: Doug Munro

GRO Positions
The GRO still has the paid

positions of GRO News Editor
and Entertainment Coordinator
available. If you are interested in
either of these, contact the GRO
office.

Submissions
If you have news or comments

which you believe are important
to the graduate community and
wish to have them included in the
GRO News, please send them to:
GRO News Editor
GRO Office, Levering Hall

E-Level Kathy Korbuly
Can someone please explain to
me how a child in a ghetto will
learn the difference between right
and wrong when his or her
mother is an immature, unwed
14-year old (who knows where
the father is'?) who can't
distinguish between right and
wrong herself'?
No welfare or quota systems

will aid lesser-off segments of
society. Implying that one can
receive something for nothing
does nothing to instill any sense
of a work ethic. The problem
needs to be attacked at the root
causes—in the educational system
and, much more importantly, in
the home itself. The importance
of the role of the family in form-
ing ethical standards within a
society can not be overemphasiz-
ed. Others can't be blamed for the
overwhelming number of il-
legitimate births in poorer areas
of the country.

Unfortunately, Meredith did
not choose to spend much time
elaborating on this point or to
clarify how he wished to attack
this problem. He seemed much
too content acting like a lunatic.
James Meredith said that he

does not consider himself a con-
servative. Thank God. I certain-
ly do not believe that I, like many
conservatives, can or should be
associated with the likes of
Meredith, Helms, and other

There is a difference between
attempting to intelligently
criticize liberal policies and sit-
ting up on a pedestal preaching
about the impending fall of this
country without offering any of
their own personal solutions.
Meredith certainly doesn't seem
to have done anything construc-
tive recently.

It also would have been nice for
the token conservative speaker at
this year's Symposium to have
been someone a little more ar-
ticulate. I guess I just expected
too much.

Before I start this week, there
is one statement I made last week
that I want to clarify. My
reference to "left-wing pacifist
kooks" was not very clear in
terms of to whom it referred. I
did not mean to throw all of those
opposed to U.S. intervention in
the Middle East, or pacifists in
general, into this category.

I do realize that one can be a
pacifist without necessarily being
a "left-wing kook." I was wrong
in lumping pacifists in the same
group with those paranoid people
who see our intentions in Saudi
Arabia as being part of some con-
spiracy to help oil companies. My
apologies to the pacifists out
there.
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To Talk

The proposal to use the senior
class gift to open another room
for A Place To Talk in McCoy
Hall after its renovation next year
comes at an opportune time and
has special significance to the
class of 1991.
The gift would be used to fur-

nish and maintain a room in ad-
dition to the current APTT under
Baker Hall. The cost would be
relatively small compared to the
benefits. A few pieces of fur-
niture and carpeting and some
funds to maintain the setting is all
that is necessary.
This time would be most

favorable because of the size of
the APTT group and the pro-
jected use of McCoy Hall. The
current members of APTT
number 29 with a training class
of 31 more which offers us a
chance to expand into a more
campus-wide service.
The members are all dedicated

to helping the Hopkins communi-
ty. Any of you who have used our
services can attest to that. And
there are many of you out there
who have come to us. Since the
class of '91's freshman year, the
number of contacts in the APTT
room has increased from 480 in
'87-'88 to 812 in '89-'90, a rise
of almost 70 percent. Also,
McCoy Hall is slated to become
more of a dorm-like building in
which APTT can play the same
role for upperclass student as it
does for freshman in a more con-
venient setting for those classes.

Lastly, and most imporantly,
the class of 1991 is more in tune
with the kind of service that
APTT can offer. The tragedies of
James DiCesare and Jonathon
Kurtz offer us a wider perspec-
tive of the needs of Hopkins
students and the need for student-
run programs that can help fellow
classmates. The new room in
McCoy Hall would be dedicated
to the memory of both Jim and
Jon and, hopefully, become
beneficial to future students.
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The other suggestions for the
use of the senior class gift are
much more risky than the open-
ing of another APTT. While the
funding of a campus radio station
is an intriguing idea, it runs a risk
of falling victim to the whims of
student interest and the ad-
ministration. A sand volleyball
court in the freshman quad would
soon find itself transformed into
the local lavatory for the
Homewood campus' many small
animals, while a playground on
the quad would be useful only to
the children in the tutorial pro-
gram and would become an in-
surance nightmare. If the idea of
a last gift is appealing to the class
of 1991, these other projects do
not seem to be as attractive as the
opening of another peer counsel-
ing room.

This is the most opportune time
to expand the program into the
upperclass housing because of the
coincidence of both a larger
APTT group of counselors and
the availability of space in the
newly renovated McCoy Hall.
This class, more than any other,
can understand the need for a
peer counseling group. If you
pledge your support for the senior
class gift before November 30,
you can cast your vote for how
the gift is to be used. So please
pledge and please support the ef-
fort to open another APTT in the
rnembory of Jim DiCesare and
Jon Kurtz.

To find out what's
amiss at Hopkins, and who

it affects, turn to
Stephen Kent Jusick's

'Screw the Right Thing'—
every week in Editorial

Questions? Call Student Council Office at
338-8203' or Michele Wolf at 338-6941

Read Doug Barre's
'Miranda Act'—each week

on the Editorial page
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Marquez Traces Bolivar's Last Days
In The General In His Labyrinth
by Sylvia Alarcon

World-renowned author of
Love in the Time of Cholera,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez's newest
novel is a delightful description
of one of the greatest mythical
heroes of South America, Simon
Bolivar, the Great Liberator. To
understand The General in His
Labyrinth fully, one must plunge
into the attitudes, the culture, the
very heart of South America
itself. The romantic legend as
well as the deeply passionate
character of Simon Bolivar em-
bodies the broken yet ever pre-
sent dreams of a crazy continent.
The enigma of Simon Bolivar

still inspires little boys with
dreams of heroic battles against
noble enemies. Songs, poems,
history books all capture an
image of the General as a power-
ful yet passionate man whose goal
of unifying South America "from
Mexico to Cape Horn" was his
life's ambition.
Garcia Marquez's book is an

account of Simon Bolivar's last
days and thus puts the General's
life into less ambiguous terms. By
creating Bolivar anew, Garcia
Marquez adds to his dream, mak-
ing it a more human struggle, in
which Bolivar fights against his
own increasing pessimism as well
as his physical disease. To the
end he attempts to keep up hope,
to rally the morale of his troops,
to believe that he has not "sown
his seeds in the sea."
"Floating naked with his eyes

open," Bolivar is making
preparations to leave the drizzly
city of Bogota because "no one
loves us here." Long accustom-
ed to Bolivar's false resignations,

several reports of his approaching
death followed by his more
forceful return to power, no one
actually believes that he is really
leaving. Nevertheless, many im-
plore him not go but instead to
"make one more sacrifice to save
the country." Bolivar chooses to
wait for the Constituent Congress
to confirm or change his decision.
Bolivar becomes visibly agitated;
he is unable to sleep or eat. When
the results of his unanimous
defeat finally reach him, he says,
"no Congress ever saved a
republic."
Thus he begins his journey,

still careful to remind everyone
that he has no passport. Accom-
panied by his faithful servant,

Jose Palacios, as well as his
closest military friends, Bolivar's
last journey through South
America is one filled with
nostalgia.
His memory unfolds before

him, playing out scenes of his life
which led to his rise in power and
his place in history. But he
doesn't only recall military cam-
paigns or orders for executions,
he also recalls the women of his
life, mostly brief affairs to whom
he pledged his undying love.
Chief among the women in his

life is Manuela Saenz, the bold
Quitena, who becomes one of the
few people the General trusts
throughout his life. Borrowing
the phrase of Sucre, one of the

Artist, activist, and philosopher Quincy Jones, whose extensive career
is depicted in Listen Up.

The Nerd: Another Barnstormers
Success, This Time In Shriver
by Dave Edelman

When the posters for the Barn-
stormers' The Nerd went up,
much of the Hopkins communi-
ty Was silently rejoicing. At last,
they told themselves, a hero for
our campus! Someone to stand up
and proclaim that, well, yes, most
of us do wear horn-rimmed
glasses, but we're darned proud
of it. I, for one, was envisioning
something like the movie Lucas,
where the little geek gets bashed
by the football team and then
shows them that he's a great guy
after all.
Not quite.
Larry Shue's The Nerd (per-

formed October 26-28 by the
Barnstormers in Shriver Hall) is
a picture of nerd-dom gone
astray. Johns Hopkins students
have plenty to identify with all
right—but not in the body of Rick
Steadman, (David Savolaine). In-
stead, it's the "normals" in the
play, middle-aged architect
Willum Cubbert and Washington
weathergirl Tansy McGinnis,
who attempt to reach out to us.
The question they pose is a sim-
ple one: when is enough enough?
Willum Cubbert (Scott Cesari)

is a middle-of-the-road, vanilla
sort of guy. He's having a rough
time with the girl of his dreams,
Tansy (Afua Forson); he's
friends with an obnoxious theater
critic, Axel Hammond (Lyle
Roberts); and he's involved in an
important project for a bigshot
contractor from the city, War-
nock Waldgrave (Gregory P.
Sheahan). The last thing Willum
needs is for the man who saved
his life in Vietnam to show up and
start claiming favors. Especially
when the guy to whom he owes
everything is a complete, utter
moron like Rick Steadman.
Steadman can't do anything

right. He works at a chalk factory
watching the assembly lines. He
wears pens in his shirt pocket,
gets ditched by his brother, and
is probably the only person in the
world who doesn't understand the
game "I took a trip."
Pandemonium results when he ar-
rives at the same time as Mr.
"Ticky" Waldgrave and family,
leaving Willum's life in complete

chaos.
With such great neurotics, it's

difficult to say who the standouts
are. Certainly Lyle Roberts' Axel
is one of them; almost every line
he delivers is a sarcastic put-down
or a sneer. Quite a few of his lines
fell flat, but overall he gets the
most laughs. Some of his
memorable moments include the
speeches to his "friend" Jack
Daniels and the pagan rituals
("pork dancers") he initiates to
scare off the nerd.
Freshman David Savolaine as

ticult in the cast. Making putty
faces and characterizations is easy
compared to presenting the au-
dience with a protagonist they can
empathize with. Cesari falls
somewhat short of this, although
it's difficult to tell whether the
fault is in his acting or in the
script. He does a good job in the
first act as the mild businessman;
but when he starts breaking
glasses and stomping around after
the intermission, you wonder
where he got all that energy. It's
as if all the development in
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nerd Steadman is just as engag-
ing. Steadman's character has
been calculated so that all stops
can be pulled loose, and
Savolaine takes him to the fur-
thest extreme that he can. It's
amazing how scrawny and dopey
he manages to make himself, and
the whine he delivers his lines
with is terrific.
Probably the most consistent of

the laugh-makers are the husband
and wife team of "Ticky" and
Clelia Waldgrave (Gregory P.
Sheahan and Sarah Morton).
"Ticky," a Dukakis look-alike
with a Nixon personality, is the
play's scapegoat. Like one of the
Three Stooges, everything hap-
pens to him, from getting poked
in the eye to being doused with
cottage cheese and warm water.
Morton is almost perfect as the
school teacher who smashes china
with a hammer to retain her
sanity.

Scott Cesari's role of the hero
Willum is probably the most dif-

Willum's character is chopped
off, leaving us with
"before/after" snapshots. The
relatively large jump in time dur-
ing the intermission is partially to
blame for this.
"The Nerd" makes a move for

the Barnstormers' from the tradi-
tional prowling grounds, the
Arellano Theater, to the more
spacious Shriver Hall. Although
Arellano has its problems, it
might have been more suitable for
its performance. The com-
paratively low attendance ratio in
Shriver opposed to Arellano must
have been somewhat intimidating
for the actors, and the actors, and
the concert hall acoustics.provid-
ed for some muffling of lines.

Alt things considered, The
Nerd can be chalked up as
another Barnstormers success.
And as for the lack of a Hopkins
role model, it's easy enough to go
down to Erol's and rent Lucas
anyway.

General's favorite officers, he
says "the greatest power lies in
the force of love."

Bolivar, although respected and
admired by his men, is finally
stripped of his mystical "god-
like" image. In this book, we see
him play cards and get frustrated
because he is losing. Colonel
Wilson, who is beating him, is
ordered to lose but the General
realizes this and gets up from the
table saying, "you don't have to
do it so badly." He is not always
temperamental, however. When
he hears the beautiful voice of
Iturbide, he joins him, teaching
him the songs he was too young
to know. Cleansing their souls,
the two of them spend the night
singing together.

Although Bolivar is the last to
believe in his imminent death, he

Author Gabriel Garcia Marquez

nevertheless rejects the pleas of
his officers to save the country.
Faced only with slander and in-
sults from the public at large,
Bolivar says, "I don't exist." In
his opinion only Sucre is capable
of managing the already chaotic
situation.

Finally arriving to the sea,

Bolivar exclaims, "Merciful
God!" He realizes that "there
was the sea, and on the other side
of the sea was the world." Yet
he keeps delaying his departure
for many different reasons until
even his men cannot endure "the
uncertainty he had inspired."

Continued on page 8

Listen Up Lovingly Recounts
The Career Of Quincy Jones
by Julia Ro

Upon seeing the preview for
Listen Up: The Lives of Quincy
Jones, many weeks ago, the im-
mediate thought that jumped to
mind was "who would possibly
want to see a self-aggrandizing
yahoo of a film about the man
behind Michael Jackson whose
only discernible flaw seemed to
be his bad judgment in making
this movie?" Turns out I was
wrong on both counts. This is not
a glorified rockumentary that puts
Quincy Jones on an Olympic
pedestal, nor did he have any part
in its production or direction. He
is simply the worthy apple of so-
meone's eye. As his life and work
are lovingly recounted, one can-
not shake the sense that this film

is not just a potrayal but a labor
of love.
The unexpected fast pace of se-

quences keeps the energy pump-
ing, a thankful shift from other
plodding documentaries. Sonic
sequences are even overlapped so
that people are talking over
another. Incredibly there are no
jangled or lost words. Rather, the
effect is the verbal background
music, the timbre of two or three
voices setting the mood for the
next sequence. The music that
pulses through the video
segments ranges from Jazz
(Birdland) to early pop (This is
My Party) to soul to rap. One of
the more amusing parts has a cer-
tain famed rapper being utterly
amazed at the intensity of the
French towards rap music. Ap-

parently, the French intellec-
tualize and analyze each word,
treating it with all the.seriousness
and solemnity they would bring
to opera.

Although the movie treks from
boyhood poverty to the realiza-
tion of young dreams, the story
is not the standard rags to riches.
This film is Quincy Jones as ar-
tist, as activist, as philosopher, as
well as self-made man. Well-
placed interviews and clips of
movies and videos are impressive
for their complete lack of
pretense. This makes them
engagingly real. This also makes
for more affecting reception of
the staggering amount of impres-
sions that the film flashes in
almost two hours.

ARE YOU CONCERNED THAT YOU MIGHT
NOT BE ABLE TO PROTECT YOURSELF IN

AN ATTACK?

DO YOU EVER FEEL VULNERABLE?

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT SIMPLE
SAFETY MEASURES?

IF THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS IS YES,
COME TO THE TWO-PART

WOMEN'S
SELF PROTECTION

WORKSHOP

Led by Sharon Sirkis

Owner and instructor of Universal Kenpo
Karate

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1994,
AND

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1990
(THERE MAY IIE AN ADDITIONAL SESSION ON NOV. 13)

7:00-9:00 PM, AMR I

Sponsored by Student Activities and the Office of
Residential Life

this event is designed for women students, staff and
faculty
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Lemonheads Disappoint At
Great Hall; Jawbox Rocks
by Paul Bonanos

Evan Dando wasn't happy with
the Lemonheads' performance
last Thursday in the Great Hall.
Dando, the singer, guitarist,
songwriter, and the band's cen-
tral figure, seemed frustrated on
stage, knocking microphones
over and yelling about feedback.
And although he had reason to be
frustrated, his behavior seemed to
be more a reflection on himself
than anything else.

It was clear that Dando was
neither enjoying himself nor fail-
ing to make an effort, however.
He was trying pretty hard, trying
to squeeze some life into a sub-
par performance. The choppy,
simple, folky punk songs by
which the Lemonheads have
come to be identified requires
quite a bit of attention and energy
to perform successfully, neither
of which the band possessed at
this particular show. The bassist
and drummer, whom Dando fail-
ed to identify on stage, were both
skilled and sharp, but none of the

three was locking in properly
with the others, leaving the total
effect a punk rock mess.
Lemonheads albums are sloppy
but together. This was merely
sloppy.
Dando also failed to com-

municate with the audience dur-
ing the performance; even the
drummer (who seemed like he
was just sitting in for the even-
ing considering Dando's
headstrong attitude), was trying
to talk it up with the crowd while
Dando shouted at the soundman
and tried to fix his effect pedals.
Dando's rough, slurred voice
seemed distant and detached,
stuck within his songs rather than
projecting to the audience. He on-
ly seemed to return from his per-
sonal headspace after the show,
when he apologized to the fans
who hung around and spoke with
a few students, bumming cigaret-
tes and asking about clubs in the
area where he mightplay on his
next trip to Baltimore.
Only a few times did the show

seem to take a turn for the bet-

Quincy Jones' Career
Recounted

Continued from page 7
The only annoying aspect of

the movie is that it almost seems
to harbor a message within it.
When the subject matter deals
with an inspiring spirit such as
Mr. Jones, it becomes ridiculous-
ly easy to attach a weighty
significance to what may be
loosely termed his shining exam-
ple. There are many opportunites
to idolize the man because the
gritty details and drudgery are too
quickly glossed. His series of fail-
ed marriages, his professional
crises, all are painted in moody
blue instead of in shades of
realistic gray, so that our sym-
pathy is like a tune played on
reluctant heartstrings.

In Film
Possibly the music of this film,

more clearly defines the message
in an acceptably universal way
more than the wordy interviews.
As Jones himself says, music is
a strange animal; it is a better
communicator in times of turmoil
and political stress than anything
else because no one can stop the
music from coming in one's
heart. Music is Quincy Jones'
philosophy. It can take anger that
has sprung from pain and redirect
it into love. It is all about thwar-
ting violence and nurturing
peaceful community. But the
question remains if this is the
message, why did they hide it
behind the image of Mr. Jones?

ter. "Ride With Mc" began as a
Dando solo piece for electric
guitar, building slowly with kick
drum and bass to a full band ar-
rangement. The opener,
"Stove," held together admirably
considering the drum monitors
were off, and the arrival of a
mysterious fourth member—a
bourbon-stained guy who looked
like Shane MacGowan and
hollered during the introduction
of "Ballarat"—seemed to charge
the performance some more. But
the rest of the show seemed
weaker, an off-night for a band
that can do better.

I felt bad for Jawbox, the open-
ing act, whose crushing forty-
minute set was as precise and
loud as ever. The problem was
that only about twenty or thirty
fans saw their set. "Hello,
urn . . Baltimore," was the
greeting from the trio's singer and
guitarist, who later asked if any
Hopkins students were actually
present.

In contrast with Dando's safe
distance from the audience, the
members of Jawbox were right in
there, even jumping over the
foldback monitor amps and fall-
ing into the 'crowd,' most of
whom were apparently people the
band knew or had seen before at
their regular D.C. gigs. Their
blasting post-hardcore mix of
tough rhythms and odd changes
and turns was tightly executed
and well-rehearsed without
sacrificing any youthful
enthusiasm.

Jawbox was entirely stronger
than the disappointing
Lemonheads performance, and
though no one would argue that
this was representative of an
average Lemonheads show, it
was a disconcerting reminder that
a good band has its weaker
nights. No one would agree with
that more 'than Evan Dando.

Arts Calendar
FILM

On campus: Weekend
Wonderllix has Die Hard II (Fri-
day and Saturday at 8 and 10:15
in Shriver)—the less said the
better.

Constrasting WWF in tone is
the Senior Class Film Series,
which presents Jim Henson's
first, and probably most beloved
feature, The Muppet Movie
(Fri. & Sat., 8 & 10:15, Shaffer
3). If you haven't seen this yet,
you owe it to yourself, even
though there is an abundance of
sentiment.

Reel World is trying something
a little different this Sunday. A
collection of short films featuring
Mr. Bill, Edwin R. Murrow, and
dinosaurs will make up the
program.
Also on campus tonight is a

collection of short videos made
by Diva TV. Sponsored by
GALA, these documentaries—
about AIDS activists, by AIDS
activists— are an opportunity to

learn why some people are so
steamed about this country's
handling of the AIDS crisis. The
program is free, and is at 8 pm
in the Arellano Theater. Call
235-1983 for more information.
The five-category (Best Pic-

ture, Director, Supporting Actor,
Cinematography, and Art Direc-
tor) Academy Award-winner
How Green Was My Valley
(1941, dir. John Ford), is show-
ing as a part of the Shrine Film
Festival tonight only. The screen-
ing is at 8 pm in the Lower
Chapel of the Shrine of the Little
Flower, 3500 Bel Air Road,
483-1700. Admission $3.00.

Another choice, perhaps the
best, is at Maryland Institute
(1300 W. Mt. Royal 225-2284),
where the feature is Fritz Lang's
brilliant M. In German with
English subtitles, this 1931 early
talkie introduced Peter Lorre to
the screen. Based on the famous
Dusseldorf child-murders, Lorre
plays a psychotic, hated by the
public and the underworld both.

Using a fusion of expressionism,
cross-cutting techniques and
clever sound work, Lang creates
a compelling condemnation of
society and its ills.

Another important German
film, a short, The Cabinet Of
Dr. Caligari (1919, dir. Robert
Wiene) is part of MICA's pro-
gram. This is a rare opportunity
to see the spectacularly delerious
design of German Expressionism.
Exaggerated dimensions, cubism,
and wild angles all make
Caligarri's world a fantastic
adventure, albeit one involving
murders, hypnotism, and suicide.
Worth the effort!
The Baltimore Film Forum

begins a Jean Renoir (1894-1979)
retrospective on Thursday, with
one of Renoir's best, Le Crime

de Monsieur Lange (The Crime
of M. Lange; 1935; 8 pm), at the
Baltimore Museum of Art.
Renoir is one of the great masters
of cinema, the most influential
director of the poetic realism

Continued on page 9
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The General In His Labyrinth
Follows Last Days Of Bolivar

Continued from page 7
Later, we find him established

at La Popa. Here he becomes
convinced that it is still possible
to "begin again from the begin-
ning, knowing that the enemy
was not external but inside the
house." Thus he is again
transformed from a "defeated
pensioner fleeing into exile" in-
to someone capable of carefully
planning the steps to realize his
dream of unity because, as he
says, "all the rest is bull-
shit."

Deeply intertwined with the
history of South America,
Bolivar's journey is one full of
fantasy—the memories and
dreams of Bolivar—and bitter
reality—the physical sickness of
Bolivar. Garcia Marquez mixes
the belief of immortality and in-
vulnerability with the actual

symptoms of physical decay.
Thus, Bolivar becomes a prophet,
a forerunner of the contemporary
situation in South America.
Perhaps the most poignant

point in the book is when Bolivar
celebrates his birthday. Having
reached the age of 47, Bolivar
begins to believe that "no death
could kill him." And he is part-
ly right. After all, he will be eter-
nally sung about, whether with
Words of praise or scorn. Garcia
Marquez's book is another of the
many volumes written about this
man. Yet his masterful use of
language builds a character that
we can feel for and feel with.
After all, Bolivar's dream of a
unified continent makes his ac-
tions noble. It is frustrating for
him to find that his own coun-
trymen are too proud, that fac-
tions are everywhere, that the

countries only want to "gain in-
dependence from each other."
But even that is not enough, for
chaos builds upon chaos and the
country finds itself bathed in civil
war, which is "just like fighting
your own mother."

One turns the pages of The
General in His Labyrinth with a
sense of fallacy and doom but
also with slight hope.

The dreams of the General
prompt us to cheer him on. Like
his officers, we are sad to see a
man of such glory and power
look so defeated. But it is main-
ly through the character of Jose
Palacios that we begin to care for
the General and stay up all night
with him trying to bathe his emo-
tional wounds away.

Seniors of All Majors Are Invited
to a Presentation on

Opportunities in
Investment Banking

Monday, November 5, 1990
The Garrett Room, M.S. Eisenhower Library

4:00 p.m.

Representatives of Morgan Stanley
will be present to discuss:

• The Investment Banking Industry
• Opportunities in the Two-Year Financial Analyst Program

Refreshments Provided

Students who wish to be considered for an interview
must submit a resume at or prior to the presentation

Interviews will be held on
Friday, November 16, 1990

Contact the Office of Career Counseling and Placement
for additional information

MORGAN STANLEY & CO.
Incorporated
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movement, always an innovator.
M. Lange marked a change from
Renoir's previous genre dramas
and comedies. Filmed during the
success of the Popular Front, the
story criticizes capitalist corrup-
tion by depicting the plight of
workers at a publishing house,
who form a collective after the
owner's death. An excellent
feature that plays with the notion
of what a sympathetic character
can be. Tickets are $4 for
students at the door.
The Charles, at 1711 N.

Charles Street, has another bunch
of films scheduled for the com-
ing week, including the rare
revivals. You can begin, Friday
through Monday, by hopping on
the Mystery Train (1990, dir.
Jim Jarmusch; Daily at 7:15, plus
2:15 matinee on Sun.), the newest
from the director of Down By
Law, centering on a trio of
vignettes that surround a Mem-
phis hotel, involving Japanese
tourists, a widow and her hus-
band's corpse, a robber, and of
course, Elvis. The second car of
this double feature is the equally
demented Wild at Heart (1990,
dir. David Lynch; Daily at 9:30
plus at 4:45 Sat. and Sun.). This
uneven road movie combines ex-
treme violence with whimsy
(some of the Wizard of Oz im-
agery) along with some Lynch
regulars: Sherilyn Fenn, Sheryl
Lee, Laura Dern, plus other
luminaries like Nicholas Cage,
Diane Ladd (Dern's real life
mother), and Willem Dafoe. Not
for everyone.
You can vent your frustrations

after voting on Tuesday by tak-
ing in some taking out. A Hit-
chcock double feature begins with
Notorious (1946; 7:30 Tuesday
& Wednesday) —just like those
politicians. Ben Hecht's script has
Ingrid Bergman marrying spy
Claude Rains to aid U.S. agent
Cary Grant. This leads into the only
Hitchcock film to win an Oscar,
Rebecca (1940; 9:30 Tuesday &

Arts C
Wednesday), but one the director
disavowed. This classic is
celebrating its 50th anniversary,
and everything is in place. The
cast of Olivier, Joan Fontaine,
Judith Anderson and others is
complemented by an eerie Franz
Waxman score.
Thursday brings the Baltimore

premier of The Icicle Thief
(1989, dir. Maurizio Nichetti;
Daily at 7:30 and 9:30, plus
matinees on Saturday at 5:30
Sunday at 1:30, 3:30 and 5:30),
an Italian comedy that spoofs De
Sica's The Bicycle Thief, film,
television, commercials and self-
reference. With strongly
disparate reviews, this could be
at least amusing, if not joyous.

THEATER

Opening tonight, and running
on weekends until November 25
is the Arena Players (801
McCulloh St., 728-6500) produc-
tion of Killingsworth, a drama by
Eugene Lee. Performances are
Friday at 8:30, Saturday and Sun-
day at 7:30. Tickets are $10.
The Vagabond Players (806 S.

Broadway, 563-9135) continue
their diamond jubilee season with
Jacques Brel is Alive and Well
and Living in Paris, a musical
by (who else?) Jacques Brel, Eric
Blau and Mort Shuman. Perfor-
mances are Fridays and Saturdays
at 8:30, Sundays at 2 and 7:30.
Tickets are $6-7 for students. Un-
til Dec. 9.

Landford Wilson's Burn This,
wich starred John Malkovich on
Broadway and in the West End,
opened locally last week at the
Fell's Point Corner Theater (251
S. Ann St., 276-7837 &
466-8341) and continues tonight
at 8:30. Playing Fridays and
Saturdays (and occasionally Sun-
days at 2 and 7), Wilson's drama
is engaging soap opera, but not
deep. $6 for students.
The Theater Project (45 W.

Preston Street, 752-8588) in col-
laboration with Seven Stages

theater company from Atlanta
presents The Orange Earth:
Times in the Mind of Johnny
Adams, a• drama by South
African poet Adam Small. You
can always count on Theatre Pro-
ject for the odd. This show takes
place variously in a prison, a
courtroom, and the mind of a fic-
titious political prisoner accused
of planting a bomb. 8 pm
Wednesday to Saturday 3 pm
Sunday, until Nov. 11; $10-16,
discounts available for students
and artists.
The Runner Stumbles is the

inaugural production of the
Everyman Theater (St. John's
Church, 27th and St. Paul,
523-6877).
At Arena Stage (6th St. &

Maine Ave. SW, Washington,
D.C., 202-488-3300) in the
Kreeger auditorium, is Viktor
Slatkin's Cerceau. This con-
tinues until December 2, with
performances at 7:30 Tue-Wed,
8 pm Thurs-Fri, 2:30 & 8 Sat. 2
pm and 7:30 Sunday. Tickets run
$17-32 per show.

At the Mechanic (Hopkins
Plaza, 625-1400) Cathy Rigby is
flying her way through Peter Pan
until November 25. Perfor-
mances are Friday at 8, Saturday
at 2 & 8, and Sunday at 3pm.
Tickets are not cheap, but student
rush prices are available just
before each show.
This is the last weekend for

August Wilson's Ma Rainey's
Black Bottom, the playwright's
latest to make it to Baltimore. An
historical fiction that deals with
the struggle between performers
and producers, as well as the role
the subjugate should take against
oppressors and exploiters. A
great set and strong performances
make this an enjoyable evening at
Center Stage (700 N. Calvert St.,
332-0033). Half-price tickets
($4-14) available to students on
the day of performance. Until
Nov. 4. Times are 8pm Tue-Sat,
7:30 Sun, 1 pm Wed, 2 pm Sat-
Sun.

lendar
In Washington, Richard III

with Stacy Keach runs until
November 11 at the Folger
Theater (301 E. Capitol St. SE,
202-546-4000). Studio Theater
(1333 P Street NW, 332-3300)
has two shows running until
November 18:In Perpetuity
Throughout the Universe by
Eric Overmyer; and The Puppet-
master of Lodz by Gilles Segal.
8pm Wed-Sun, plus 2pm Sun.
Tickets range from
$14.50-$22.50 each, but call for
special student rates. Ken Lud-
wig's comedy Lend Me A
Tenor, which ran a year or two
ago at the Mechanic, is now at the
Eisenhower Theater of the Ken-
nedy Center (New Hampshire
Ave. at Rock Creek Pkwy. NW,
800-444-1324) until December 1.

Finally, the Spotlighters (817
St. Paul, 752-1225) open their
production of William Inge's
drama Natural Affection Perfor-
mances ar Fri-Sat at 8:30, 2:30
on Sun. $6 for students.

GALLERIES

Maryland Art Place (218 W.
Saratoga St., 962-8565, 11-5
Tue.-Sat.) To Dec. 22: 50s-80s,
an exibit by 30 artists who have
lived and worked in Maryland
since the 1950's.

Maryland Historical Society
(201 W. Monument St.,
685-3750, 10-5 Tue-Sat, 1-5 Sun,
admissions $2.50, free on Wed.)
To Nov. 11: Maryland Ceramics.
To Jan. 27: Maryland: First
Catholic Colony.

Maryland Institute/College of
Art (1300 W. Mt. Royal,
669-9200; 10-5 Mon-Sat; to 9 pm
Thur, Fri; 12-5 Sat.) To Nov. 11:
Faculty Exhibition (Decker
Gallery). Nov. 3-18: Keisho Art
Association Exhibition (Thesis
Gallery).

Baltimore Museum of Art
(397-7100 & 396-7101;

10am-4pm Tue-Fri, to 7pm Thur,
11-6 Sat/Sun.) To Nov. 11: Ac-
cess to Art: Bringing Folk Art
Closer. To Dec 30: Chagall's Ex-
odus. To Jan. 20: A Shared
Tradition: Native North
American Beadwork. To Jan 13:
Ndebele Beadwork. Nov. 3-Dec.
30: Treasures of the Jewish
Museum.

819 Gallery (819 S. Broadway,
732-4488, 12-5 Tue, Wed, Sat,
Sun, 2-5 Thurs. and Fri). Nov.
3-Dec. 21: Annual Holiday
Season Exhibit: Group Show of
Selected Pottery for the Gift-
Giving Season.

Meredith Gallery (805 N.
Charles, 837-3575, 10-4 Tue.-
Fri, 11-4 Sat). To Nov. 22:Pull
Up a Chair, Have a Seat, chair
designs by area and nationally
recognized artists.

G.H. Dalsheimer Gallery (336
N. Charles, 727-0866, 10-5 Tue-
Sat) To Nov 17: Leslie
Machinist.

C. Grimaldis Gallery (523 N.
Charles, 539-1080, 10-5 Tue-Sat)
To Dec. 1: Grace Hartigan: New
Paintings and Works on Paper.

Katzenstein Gallery at Scarlett
Place (729 E. Pratt St.,
727-0748, 9-1 Fri, 10-2 Sat, 1-5
Sun). Nov. 4-30: M. Richard
Kirstel:Photography.

Knight Gomez Gallery
(Leadenhall St., 752-2080), 10-6
Tue-Sat. To Nov. 24: Karen Vor-
nov : Paintings; Carole Jean
Bertsch: Mixed Media.

School 33 Arts Center (1427
Light St., 396-4641, 11-4 The-
Sat). To Nov. 30: What's in Her
Mind: Women Figure by Susan
More, Nancy Ring, and Julie
Schneider. New Sculpture by
Nicole Fall. Hearth by Ivy
Parsons.

Walters Art Gallery (600 N.
Charles, 547-9000, 11-5 Tue-
Sun). To Jan. 6: The Books and
the Author: Portraits of the
Evangelists in Eastern and
Western Manuscripts.

MUSIC

The Baltimore Symphony Or-
chestra (Meyerhoff Symphony
Hall, 1212 Cathedral St.,
783-8000) presents a favorites
concert on Nov. 2-4 at 8:15 to-
day and Sat., 3 pm Sun. featur-
ing Lillian Kallir and Claude
Frank (pinaos) in Mozart's Con-
certo for 2 Pianos and Mahler's
Symphony No. 5. Also, Claudine
Carlson, Richarch Leech, and
Jules Bastin will perform with the
Baltimore Symphony Chorus in
Le damnationde de Faust by
Berlioz, 8:15 pm Thursday Nov.
8.
The Hopkins Symphony Or-

cheestra, under the direction of
Eric Townell, and with special
guest Eric Conway on piano, per-
forms Saturday at 8pmn in
Shriver Hall. The program will
feature Mozart's Piano Concerto
No. 21 in C, Barber's Adagio for
Strings, and selections from
Bizet's Carmen. JHU students are
admitted free, other students $2.
Based on the Henry James

story, The Turn of the Screw,
Benjamin Britten's opera of the
same name will be performed by
the Peabody Opera Theatre
(under the artistic direction of
Richard Brunyate) and the
Peabody Camerata (Gene
Young, musical director). As
usual, the show will be in
Friedberg Concert Hall (1 E. Mt.
Vernon Pl., 659-8124) on
November 16 and 17. Tickets are
$7.50 for students 'with ID., and
advance reservations are strong-
ly urged.
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
to make sacrifices.

That's why you should consider the new,
affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.

.„
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Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic.

It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse,
2 megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and
the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
insulted: And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll
be up and running in no time.

like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications
that all work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program,
you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate
that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDrive1N—standard
equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh,
' Macintosh Classic computers purchased belore January 1991 include system software on floppy disks, software is not installed
.1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple. the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc Superthive and the
power to be your best' are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc MS DOS
is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered tradernaik ol International Business Machines Corporation
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MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple 11 floppy disks, which means
ala you can share information with someone who uses a

different type of computerr.
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself It'll change your mind

about cheap roommates.

Consultants on campus from 9am-2pm
in front of Gilman Hall Bookstore

on the following days:
10/23, 11/6, 11/13, 11/27 and 12/4

3.08
1.09
2,03

The power to be your best:"
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Science 
Hopkins chemist researches alchemy
by Michael Norman

This summer Dr. Principe,
professor of organic chemistry at
Johns Hopkins, discovered im-
portant clues in Robert Boyle's
papers in the archives of the
Royal Society in London. Prin-
cipe noted that many of Boyle's
papers contained recipes for
alchemy and codes used by Boyle
in recording his work.
lAlchemists were interested in the
conversion or transformation of
"baser" metals (i.e. lead, iron)
into gold.] "The lesson for
modern scholars," Dr. Principe
said, "is that almost none of the
records left to us by alchemists
can he read at face value. When
an alchemist writes of mercury or
sulfur, he may mean hundreds of
different things. The same author
may use the same word in the
same text and mean many dif-
ferent things by it, which can only
he identified by studying the con-
text."
"One of my goals," Dr. Prin-

cipe said, "is to demonstrate the
Importance of alchemy to the

history of science and to show
that alchemy cannot be dismiss-
ed out of hand as a worthless and
past endeavor, simply because the
alchemist had a world view dif-
ferent from our own."
Only recently have historians

realized the significance of
alchemy and its close connection
with the development of
chemistry. Apart from their prac-
tical search for methods of
transforming metals, and for elix-
irs of youth and prolonged life,
these "scientists" had solid
theories and actually conducted
experiments to test their
hypotheses.
During the late Medieval and

Renaissance period, alchemy was
widely practiced in the Western
World. Many alchemists did not
wish to reveal their trade secrets,
and to preserve the esoteric nature
of thier practices, they devised
many concealing, symbolic
names for the used materials.
This secrecy prevented many
historians from understanding the
importance of their study, which
many glossed over as mystical

allegory.
Dr. Principe's current research

focuses on Robert Boyle, an
English natural philosopher who
lived from 1627 to 1691. Boyle,
as Principe explains, was in-
terested in the transformation of
matter, but more specifically in
the making of gold. Boyle's pur-
suit was strictly for scientific pur-
poses. Principe explains that
Boyle's work delved into
spiritualism. According to Prin-
cipe, Boyle believed that a close
adherence to the mechanical
philosophy of atomism, in which
all actions are explained
mechanistically, would lead to
atheism. Boyle wanted to show
that there were spiritual forces
beyond the mechanist world, pro-
ving that there is a god.
Apart from the chemical

aspects, the science of alchemy
strove to link the natural and
supernatural worlds. These scien-
tists or natural philosophers were
interested in the improvement of
the human soul and the entire
human race, from the fall of man
to the reunification of man with

WYATTS SALOON
1614 EASTERN AVE.

FELLS POINT

We feature:

EDDIE BROOKS (comedian/musician)

every Friday 10:00PM-2:00AM

KEVIN SCOTT (progressive musician)

every Saturday

!hippy Hour prices all day every day until 9:00PM

Domestic Beer - $1.25

Rail Drink; - $1.75

Replace Your Glasses With

CONTACT LENSES
There's a Contact Lens For You For Studying, Any Sports Ac-
tivity or Just Looking Your Best. Get the Facts Now.

0 EXTENDED WEAR LENSES 0 GAS PERMEABLE

You Can Wear For Weeks Semi-Soft Contact Lenses
Aquaficx, CSI 0 BI-FOCAL & Ultra

& Hydrocurve Soft Lenses Thin Hard Lenses

257.discount on all contact lens solutions.
2(Y:discount on a complete pair of eye glasses.

No other sales or previous orders apply.
Applicable to student & faculty.

EYE EXAMINATIONS DAYTIME OR EVENING
PHONE 243-8884 / ASK ABOUT 30 DAY TRIAL

Get The Professional Care of a Contact Lens Specialist

ROLAND PARK
VISION SERVICES

409 W. COLD SPRING LANE
Next to Fishe's Caterer

PHI MU Fraternity

presents

A fast-paccd, informative program designed

to enlighten and entertain on Crime Prevention

and Survival.

DEFENDER PLUS tear gas key chains will be on

-sale.

Monday, November 5

The Glass Pavilion

7:00 P.M.

God.
In one of his papers, Dr. Prin-

cipe describes his results in this
attempt to retrace the actual pro-
cedures followed by Boyle. Prin-
cipe concluded that it is impossi-
ble to make gold from any techni-
que describe in Boyle's paper.
However, he suggests that Boyle
did succeed in making alloys that
looked like gold.

Although their ideas reflect dif-
ferent world views, these ideas
are nonetheless a part of the
historical development of modern
science. Principe explains: "It is
not always a rejection of
falsehood for truth but sometimes
a rejection of a different point of
view. . . it is a progression of
ideas."

Too much thyme on your
hands? Come read copy at

the News-Letter!
Call Mira at 338-7647

if interested. We knead you.

Sarah Lawrence College
Academic Year in

•

arts
a semester or year of academic study for juniors
and seniors. Students study in small seminars and
tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian
institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du Louvre,
and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques.
For information and an application, contact:

Sarah Lawrence College Academic Year in Paris
Box JHP

Bronxville, New York 10708

ARTS FOR ALL PRFSENTS
AN EVENING WITH WINDHAM HILL GUITAR WIZARD

MICHAEL HEDGES
SUNDAY,

NOV. 11th, 1990
8PM
AT

SHRIVER HAIL
5tui2nt 'Wets only $15.50

at: ere ticket miter in

Timaring, open 'lb- Sat 3-7.

Tirrupt to ycu by tke aitertairtnznt Oarri.1 of th.., T-DP

TWO FREE
COKES!!

Present the coupon below when you
purchase any pizza and receive two

cokes FREE!!

Call Domino's
Pizza Today!!

338-2500

ami

Present this coupon to receive two
free cokes with the purchase of any

pizza ordered from Domino's.

J Brendon Kruk

Dr. Principe demonstrates that alchemy played a major role in
scientific history.

3101 St. Paul 243-5228

HOPKINS STORE

School Supplies

Housewares Beauty Aids
Notary

Hardware

(10% off school & housewares

with Frizzner card)

Magazines

Keys duplicated

Newspapers

Film Developing

New
The:j 1991 MCAT

Be Prepared. Kaplan is.
Free Informational Seminar

Date: Wed., Nov. 14, 1990
Time: 7:00 P.M.
Place: Stanley H. Kaplan

Educational Center —
3121 St. Paul Street

For more information or to RSVP:

243-1456
Refreshments served.

r STANLEY H. KAMAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!

If you .are a graduating senior or graduate student
completing a degree this year, please register with
the Office of Career Counseling and Placement,
224 Mergenthaler Hall. By registering you will be
notified monthly of the. recruiting schedules, visi-
ting graduate schools, .information sessions, spe-
cial events and other information pertaining to
yourlife after Hopkins. Underclassmen, please look
for notices regarding interviews for .summer posi-
tions. Interviews are arranged on a first come first
serve basis so please come in as soon as possible.
The following recruiters will be on campus during
the week of -November 5 through November 9.

11/5 LUTRON ELECTRICS COMPANY INCORPORATED

11/5 BECHTEL CORPORATION

11/5 MORGAN STANLEY AND COMPANY An infor-
mation session will be held from 4pm to 6pm

11/6 US NAVY OFFICERS PROGRAM Interviews
open to juniors and seniors who are US citi-
zens

11/6 ICF INCORPORATED

11/6 WATKINS-JOHNSON COMPANY

11/6 EXXON COMPANY USA An information ses-
sion has been scheduled from 5pm to 7pm.
All students interested in permanent or
summer positions are welcome to attend.

11/7 BELLO MACHRE INCORPORATED

11/7 MOBIL OIL COMPANY

11n STANFORD TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
11/8 GENERAL ELECTRIC AEROSPACE

11/8 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL

11/8 EXXON COMPANY USA Interviews will be for
permanent and summer positions. Under-

11/9 classmen with technical. majors are encou-
raged to schedule interviews.

11/9 THE UPJOHN COMPANY
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"I want people to know what's happening"

by Pamela Becker

Yumi Lee is a third generation
Korean born in Japan. Her
grandfather was brought to Japan
as forced labor during WW2. He
worked and died in the mines.
Koreans born in Japan were
never compensated in any way
and are still treated as foreigners.
There are 670,000 Koreans liv-
ing in Japan now, making up 80
percent of the foreign population.
I ,net Yumi Lee through Friends

World College, which we both at-
tend. She talked to the visiting
students about the discrimination
Koreans face here. She has ap-
peared on television and in
several Japanese, Canadian and
United States publications in her
mission to educate the Japanese
and others to the history of
Koreans in Japan and Japan's
responsibility to correct the
wrong of the past. We had lunch
together and she let me record
part of our conversation. This is
Yumi 's story:

"I was born in Kyoto prefix-
ure in a town called Miyazu, fac-
ing the Japan Sea, and I lived in
this town until I was twelve years
old. 1 had a Japanese name,
Ueno, which I used up to the age
of twenty. When I entered junior
high school my family moved to
Kyoto city. Before that I never
experienced any discrimination as
a Korean. In my new school, I
started to feel uneasy because I
started to hear the negative
words.
What were some of the negative

words?
In school, children say Chosen-

jin [Korean] in a negative way,
like Chosenjin is a word to
threaten people. My friends at
school just said Chosenjin to cut
down anything they didn't like.
1 started to feel uneasy. I knew
I was different but I didn't know
I was Korean, I just thought
maybe my family was not
Japanese. I entered high school
and the situation got more severe.
.1 was feeling smaller and smaller.
I was afraid to be found out that
I was Korean.

After I graduated from high
school I wanted to go to college
to become a physical education
teacher but discouragingly, I
found out Korean people can't be
teachers.
How come? Who told you

this)?
I was talking about my future

with my sister and she said I
couldn't be a teacher because of
my nationality. I found out that
no Koreans are hired.

I didn't know what to do. I
graduated and I didn't know
where to go. I met two American
people in the street downtown and
I wanted to help them because

they seemed to be lost. I helped
them with broken, broken
English and I found out it's great
to get to know other people from
other countries.

I entered a junior college in
Kyoto where I majored in
English. I met teachers with
whom I could speak out to on
how I was feeling, how the situa-
tion is awful for Korean people.

You could speak out to foreign
people?

name and went on to cal! other
students' names and during that
time I was thinking what should
I do, that I shouldn't lose this
chance, and I raised my hand and
said, 'Miss Crawford, my name
is not Ueno, so you can call me
Lee from today.' And that was
the starting point of where I am
right now.

I was quite afraid of the reac-
tions of my classmates. After
class my friends and other

Running a racism

The Japanese government condones discrimination against Koreans.

Only in college. When I was a
second year student I went to the
States for the first time; it was a
homestay program. On my
passport my name is Yumi Lee.
so I used the name Yumi Lee,
which was unfamiliar to use. I felt
like a different person or
something. I remember I was liv-
ing with an American family and
they had no prejudice; they didn't
care if I was Japanese or Korean.
I felt so free and great, and back
in Japan I told my emotions to my
professor in college. I was tell-
ing her how I felt in the States and
what's wrong with Japanese
society and how I felt in Japan
and she understood.

In the classroom she was call-
ing the students' names, all
Japanese names, and she stopped
in front of my name. She used to
call Miss Ueno and check it, but
this time she stopped in front of
my name and she said, 'Miss
Ueno, what should I call you
from today?' I was totally at a
loss. I was not prepared; my
friends were there. It was such a
big moment, I couldn't say
straightforwardly, 'My name is
Lee,' I just held my breath and
said, 'I'm at a loss, just give me
sonic time.' She skipped my

students came up to me and said,
'So you're not Japanese? Where's
the Lee from? How come you
speak good Japanese?' They had
no idea of who I was.

I graduated from college, but
there were no jobs available for
Korean people. Maybe unskilled
jobs, but I wanted to utilize my
abilities like English, and I knew
I could do better than working in
an office making copies and do-
ing clerical work. I wanted to
work in a travel agency or as a
stewardess for JAL (Japanese
Air) but no, so I was working
part-time as a teacher.
So did you become a teacher?
Only part time at a very small

English school.
In the paper I read there were

open positions for stewardesses
on Korean Air. I thought, this is
it. A Korean company, and what
I wanted to do. I applied for it and
was luckily hired. I flew to Korea
and the States, back and forth.
The situation was not great for me
because in those days I wanted a
place to call home, a country. I
regarded Korea as my country
because I traveled there two years
before, but that was for just a
short time. I started to see Korea
in a deeper sense and found out

The Johns Hopkins University
Concert Band

Announces
Its Fall Concert

Friday, November 16, 1990
At 8:00 P.M.

In Shriver Hall

Free Admission
Free Refreshments

I'm not Korean there. They don't
accept me because I'm from
Japan and I don't speak Korean
like a native person.
But I was working and I was

traveling. I loved being in the
sky, where I couldn't see any
borders. I didn't want to be in
Japan, I didn't want to be in
Korea, I just wanted to be
somewhere. I realized I was just
a human being. Maybe I can't call
anywhere my hometown, but
that's fine, I can belong to
myself. That's easy to say, but I
had a lot of slanders from both the
Korean people and the Japanese
people. I quit my job and I went
to England to brush up on my
English and to find out what I
could do in the future.

Last year I went to Korea to
brush up my Korean and to find
my roots. I came back last
September and I read many,
many books and journals that
cover the history of how Japan in-
vaded Korea and how Korean
people came over here. It was a
realization of why I'm here.
Looking back to my grand-
parents' period, I found out the
history of what Japan did that we
never learned in school.
What did they tell you in

school?
Since Japanese history is so

'long, 3000 years, by the time we
reach recent history, school is
over. We learned practically no
World War history. We didn't
learn about Pearl Harbor; we on-
ly learned about the atomic bomb
because Japan is a victim-minded
country.

They didn't cover Pearl Harbor
in class?

I didn't know about it until I
met American people. There is
no reflection on Japan's past, like
on what they've done in Asia.
And I was shocked just going
through photographs and reading.
I started to study what made
Japanese people do that. It's just
insane, it's like Germany, and I
didn't like to be emotional, but I
wanted to know what made peo-
ple do that. And after people
make a mistake, what should be
done compensation-wise? And
that is what I've been doing.

What is the main issue you're
fighting now?
A real oppressing thing is

fingerprinting. You have to carry
a registration card when you
becom sixteen years old.
Do all Japanese carry the

registration card or just Koreans?
All foreign people. We are all

treated the same way, as tem-
porary foreigners. And that's the
constant realization from your
high school period on--that you
are a foreigner, an outsider.
Other foreigners who reside here
for more than one year are also
fingerprinted. My objection is
that fingerprinting is wrong as
identification because identifica-
tion for Japanese people is just
like a driver's license. This law
is meant to control Korean peo-
ple and treat Korean people as
potential criminals.
Why? Because criminals also

have to be fingerprinted?
Yes, and also politically we are

controlled, supervised.
How is fingerprinting used to

control?
It's kept in the war office and

government office. Just imagine
if I and my Japanese friends do
something wrong, I'm more like-
ly to be arrested because my
fingerprints are registered there.
So it's like a trap.
When I was 16, my father ac-

companied me and I felt so
miserable because rn)c parents
worked so hard and had to live
through this discrimination and
now my parents had to watch
their children go through these
heartbreaking things. It was just
awful to see my father there.

Before I went off England I
wanted to refuse to be finger-
printed. There's a law that be
fingerprinted every five years.
Every five years you have to
come, and I went to the war of-
fice. I saw the ink and paper and
the officer asked me to put my
finger and fingerprint there, and
I said no. He talked to me and he
said, 'This is our job, I think this
is no good for you, but this is our
job.' But I wanted to appeal
because this is not right.
Did you get fingerprinted in the

end?
Yes, because I wanted to go to

England and otherwise I couldn't
get permission to reenter this
country. This is legal oppression
that began with the imperialistic
period when there was an insane
education to brainwash Japanese
to treat Korean people and
Chinese people not as human

"I loved being in
the sky, where I
couldn't see any
borders. I didn't
want to be in Japan, I didn't want
to be in Korea, I just wanted to be
somewhere. I realized I was just a
human being. Maybe I can't call

anywhere my
hometown, but
that's fine, I can
belong to myself."

things. One is to change the law.
But I'm concerned on a personal
level. I joined the protests to the
police office, but I found it's not
my way. I want to have this issue
known to more people, and I
leave it to them. I go to colleges,
I go to schools and talk to people.
You don't find the Japanese
schools hesitant to have you
speak?

Actually, they invite me.
Teachers have to know this issue.
They have Korean kids in school,
but since they have had no educa-
tion, they don't know what to do.
Some teachers might not know
that Korean people are not given
citizenship or voting rights. So
teachers are desperate to get to
know what's going on in their
own country. I talk to kids, I talk
to teachers and I tell them how I
felt in school and what should be
done now. I used to think this was
to save suffering of Korean peo-
ple, but now I think it's for
Japanese society. Japan is such a
famous economic country, they
need to also have to deal with the
world on a more human level. If
Japan allows this kind of pro-
gram, they are not liberating
themselves. If Japan oppresses
Korean people and Chinese peo-
ple, they are not going forward.
What I'm doing now is helping
Japanese people grow, be aware,
so real peace for Japanese people
will arrive.

beings.
What kind of education?
Okay, 20 million people were

killed in Asia by the Japanese ar-
mies. How can Japanese kill so
many people? If you talked to
Japanese over 60 they'd know the
education. In school they'd have
to bow to the emperor and say,
'I'm ready to die for you. I'm
ready to die for the emperor.' Ef-
figies and dolls like Korean peo-
ple were made and they had
drills, exercises to stab them.
These old Japanese were brain-
washed to treat the Korean peo-
ple like crap, so they don't feel
guilty. And after the war they had
no reflection time, the emperor
was still there. So these older
people passed down the mentali-
ty to the younger generations.
Parents still have this kind of
severe superiority complex over
other Asian people. That bothers
me so much. In school, the kids
don't know anything about the
past, and the Korean kids suffer
from identity loss.
There are two ways to change

I want to go on a tour next year
across the States. I want to go to
colleges and universities and let
people know what's going on.
What do you want to tell college
students?

First of all, on a humanitarian
level, this problem is universal.
Japan is unbalanced. Only the
giant economy is known in the
world, but the people who built
this economic power are hidden.
I want people to know what's
happening in Japanese society. I
think people are interested in
Japan more or less because it's
very famous—or infamous. If
Americans could join us, form
some kind of solidarity, that
would help very much.
What can American students do?
They can make some noise.

Awareness is very important. If
you know something, you can
spread the news to other people.
That's how the world changes.
Ignorance is what creates
discrimination. If there is
awareness, the rest will come
around.

Food for Thought: Mamma Lucia's
by Jessica Maxwell

This week's Food for Thought
was awarded the "Best Cheese
steak in Baltimore" by this year's
City Paper. The key phrasing in
that would be "in Baltimore,"
because this was not the best
cheese steak I've ever had. Of
course, being from Philadelphia,
I am somewhat biased about who
has the best cheese steaks. Never-
theless, Mamma Lucia's cheese
steak was okay.
More notable on the menu are

their calzones ($3.00). They have
your basic everything calzone,
hut they also have a pretty good
broccoli and cheese calzone. If
you want sauce on your calzone,
be sure to request it, as they nor-

mally do not serve them with
tomato sauce. Also good at
Mamma Lucia's is the pizza. My
favorite is the New York Style
($1.15), which is available with
your standard toppings for a
nominal price.
Mamma Lucia's is located at

the corner of 33rd and Green-
mount. It is an easy walk, but
because it is getting darker
earlier, I recommend that you go
in a group rather than alone or
with one other person. General-
ly, they keep the tables clean,
although when it's busy, you
can't always count on cleanliness.
The service is average; it takes
them a few minutes to prepare
your meal.
Most of the time there is some

sort of special at Mama Lucia's;
when I went this week they were
running a special on beef ravioli
with a salad and garlic bread for
$3.99. Pricewise, this isn't a bad
place to eat. However, if you're
looking for something a little
more substantial and perhaps a
warmer atmosphere, I recom-
mend Little Italy.

Mamma Lucia
3240 Greenmount
889-1033

Food: * * 1/2
Price: $
Atmosphere: **
Overall: **½

Call 3 66-2 72 6 for more information
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Meet
Joe Ashby Porter

Author of 'The Kentucky
Stories' signing his new short

story collection:

Lithuania

'As funny, dangerous, and
always unexpected as our fin-

de siecle itself.'
-John Ashbery

Monday Nov. 5
at 4:00 PM
Public Welcome

JHU Bookcenter 338-8317
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AT EXXON

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 5:00-7:00 PM
GLASS PAVILION
REFRESIIMENTS WILL BE SERVED

Exxon will be interviewing for regular and summer employment. November 8 and 9,
for all Exxon locations for the following disciplines:

BS/MS/PhD ChE/CE/ME/ECE
See the Career Counseling and Placement Office for interviews and additional information.

TONIGHT!

Junior Class
Halloween Party in
the Glass Pavilion

9:30pm - 2:00am

Juniors Free!
All Else, $1.00

Free Food

E)KON

The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events

presents:

Hemingway: On the Edge
Starring Ed Metzger

This one-man show direct from California portrays
the life of Ernest Hemingway, the Pulitzer Prize
and Nobel Prize Winning Writer, War Hero and

Bullfighter. The dialogue is written in
Hemingway's vernacular.

Ed Metzger as "Hemingway" Ernest Hemingway

Ed Metzger is a well known Los Angeles based
actor with many film, stage and TV credits.

Friday, November 9, 8:00 PM
Shriver Hall Auditorium

The Johns Hopkins University

Tickets: Available:
Regular-- $12 orchestra Special Events Office

$10 balcony Shriver Hall

Senior Citizens and
Full-time Students--

$10 orchestra
$ 8 balcony

Only in Person at Special
Events Office, Shriver
Hall or at the door on
night of performance. One
ticket per I.D.



Sports
Jays Tie Ranked Dickinson
Injury-Ridden Team Pulls Off Major Upset
by Mark Rubin

There is an inane sports adage
that says a tie is like kissing your
sister (or brother for that matter).
If we accept this simile, then the
Blue Jays 14-14 tie against
Dickinson transformed the sister
into Cindy Crawford. With Frank
Gangemi in street clothes and
Scott Cade leaving the game in
the second quarter with bruised
ligaments on the knuckles of his
throwing hand, the Jays played an
inspired game. The defense stop-
ped two Dickinson scoring at-
tempts in the final three minutes
to preserve the tie, on the frozen
tundra of Homewood Field. The
tie left Hopkins with a 3-4-1
record and a clear indication that
the program has turned the
corner.
"I think we made a statement

to them that we can play ball,"
said John Guglielmo. "We would
have liked to have won, but I
think Dickinson knew we beat
them. They were shocked."

Dickinson entered the game as
a ranked team in Div. III polls
and enjoyed the services of senior
running back John Bernatavitz.
Considered the best running back
in the Centennial Conference,
Bernatavitz knifed through the
Jays defense 33 times for 188
yards and 2 touchdowns.
"He is outstanding," said

Head Coach Jim Margraff. "I
was very impressed with him.
They are an excellent blocking
team, and we are fortunate that
some of his long runs didn't go

Women's Crew
Takes Second
at Schyulkyll
by Richard Safranek

The Johns Hopkins Crews
competed in the Head of the
Schyulkyll Regatta in
Philadelphia, October 27, posting
strong finishes, spearheaded by
the varsity women's heavyweight
four that finished second in a field
of twenty-nine.
Competing for Hopkins, in ad-

dition to the varsity women's
heavyweight four, were a varsi-
ty men's heavyweight four and
lightweight eight, a novice men's
eight, and a novice women's
eight. In fields of thirty-four each,
the men's lightweight eight and
heavyweight four finished twelfth
and fourteenth, respectively. The
novice men's eight was twelfth
out of fifteen and the novice
women's eight was tenth out of
twelve; both novice boats were
rowing against crews with con-
siderably more experience. The
best finish of the day, however,
belonged to the women's
heavyweight four with their se-
cond place showing.

Racing against one of the
stronger fields they have seen this
fall, the women's four was
second only to Princeton, outrow-
ing such notable crews as Yale,
Temple, and the University of
Pennsylvania. The high finish of
the women's heavyweight four at
the Schyulkyll surprised not
only some Hopkins competitors,
but some Hopkins boat members,
as well.
"I was very pleased with our

performance and very surprised.
We had had only one day of prac-
tice Ion the water] a week before
the race and we were racing
against very tough competition,
but we still managed to have a
great finish," said senior
women's captain Kim Roberts.
Although not finishing as high

as the women, the varsity men's
boats also enjoyed successful runs
at the Schyulkyll. Facing tough
competition from such powers as
the Vespar Boat Club, Princeton,
Yale, and the Pennsylvania Row-
ing Club, Hopkins managed to
finish near the front of the pack.
"Our performance was really

great considering the fact that we
felt like we didn't row all that
well. Anytime you face that kind
of competition and still finish as

Continued on page 15

all the way."
Despite the gaudy numbers, the

Hopkins defense rose to the oc-
casion. The loss of Frank
Gangemi to a knee injury added
enormous pressure to the defense.
Without their top lineman, or
strong safety Tom Baugher, who
was suffering neck burners,
Hopkins needed a great perfor-
mance from their defensive line.
Thanks to Dave Erfle, this goal
was met. Erfle gave one of the
best individual performances of
the year from his defensive tackle
position. He recorded seventeen
tackles and forced the Dickinson
line into numerous holding
penalties.
"We played some very fine

defense," said Jim Margraff.
"To play the way we did without
Gangemi or Baugher, we are
really pleased. Dave (Erfle) was
fantastic. You rarely see a defen-
sive lineman play a football game
like that." One other player wor-
thy of note was linebacker Brian
Cooke. Gangemi's knee injury
forced Cooke to play defensive
line for the first time in his career.
The crash course in defensive line
play payed huge benefits as
Cooke made seven tackles, with
a number of them coming late in
the ball game.
"Brian did a super job," said

Margraff. "He had never played
defensive line before. In the
pregame he didn't even line up in
a three point stance. He lined up
in a two point stance at tackle."
Both teams appeared sluggish

in the opening minutes, before the

Jays received the first break of the
game. Lou Angelos' punt from
midfield was fumbled and
recovered by Blue Jay freshman
Stephen Murphy on Dickinson's
26 yard line. The drive, however,
was quickly quelled by an in-
terception from Michael Lawler.
Cade tried to connect with back-
up tight end Steve Lewis, but his
throw sailed high into the defen-
sive back's arms at the seven.
Starting tight end Mike
Hallenbeck was another Blue Jay
who sat out the game with a deep
thigh bruise. •

Dickinson's subsequent drive
was quelled at midfield, but Ber-
natavitz's 34 yard run from the
Red Devils' 13 yard line was a
harbinger of his explosive day.
Aside from his ability to hit the
line of scrimmage in a flash, Ber-
natavitz's cut-backs gave the Blue
Jays fits.

Scott Cade's day ended at 7:06
in the second quarter when his
hand hit an opponent's helmet.
He was replaced by John
Guglielmo, who immediately led
Hopkins on a scoring drive.
Under a perpetual blitz from
Dickinson, Guglielmo's statistics
were not stellar (8-23, 125 yrds.,
2 TD, 3 int.), but he made ex-
cellent decisions and seemed to
always find the receiver with
single coverage.
"The offensive line did a hell

of a job picking up the blitz,"
said Guglielmo. "We had
worked on their coverages all
week, and by keeping the
pressure off me the offensive line

made it nappen."
On Hopkins' intial scoring

drive, Guglielmo hit Paul Ferreri
on a dump off that gained 20
yards. It was a beautiful run that
included a series of shake-and-
bake moves. Guglielmo found
Ferrari again on a short out pat-
tern that the running back took 49
yards for the touchdown. It was
a nifty play, because Ferreri
used Joe Richards as a screen
along the sidelines. Once he
caught the ball, Ferreri made a
right turn at Richards' shoulder,
who blocked the late arriving
defender, and scampered up the
sidelines for the score. Trotta's
extra point gave the Jays a 7-0
lead.
The half ended without any fur-

ther scoring. Dave Erfle had
alreay played a tremendous
game, with a number of drive-
ending plays in the half. Another
player who had a great half, but
who always has a great game, is
Stu Markley. Taken for granted
by this reporter, Markley con-
tinued his outstanding play
against Dickinson. He recorded
seventeen tackles and was always
near the football.
Dickinson answered Hopkins'

touchdown with one of their own,
at the start of the third quarter.
Bernatavitz and full back Geoff
O'Donnell were used on sweeps
to the outside to escape the Blue
Jays ferocious interior defense. It
worked to perfection as Ber-
natavitz's 9 yard TD run capped
the ten play drive. The extra point

Continued on page 15

Bill Berger

Hopkins rugby travelled to Catholic at an ungodly hour last Saturday only to be trounced while playing short.

Men's Soccer Overlooked by
NCAA for Second Straight Year
by Matthew Lefferman

Weeks before the Blue Jays had
even stepped onto the field in
their first game the team had one
goal in mind. Their objective was
to reach the NCAA tournament,
something which had been denied
to them last season. With six
seniors returning, they felt like
they had the tools to get the job
done. And after compiling a
regular season record of 10-2-2
against Division III opponents,
they felt like they got the job
done.
But even though the Jays tied

nationally ranked Mary
Washington (0-0) and defeated
MAC rival Swarthmore (1-0),
two teams which did receive an
NCAA bid, they will not partake
in the national tournament. The
dissapointment from this decision
is apparent up and down the
squad. "The bids were decided
by a number system which sup-
posedly takes out the prejudices.
But nobody goes to the trouble of
finding out the actual details of
the teams and the games they
played," commented co-captain
Geoff Manning. Manning also
remarked on how the selection
process has become highly
political. "The whole thing has

become a game. If you know the
right people then you can get a
bid." Hopkins' other co-captain
Warren Jones agreed with Man-
ning and added, "We were
definitely wronged."

Before the NCAA selections
were even made, Hopkins had
some soccer to play. This past
Friday, Hopkins defeated
Washington College, an MAC
Southeast opponent by the score
of 2-0. The win kept the Jays
alive in the race for the southeast
title.
This was an extremely cold

night, and thus it took the Jays a
little while to warm up. The first
half saw few scoring oppor-
tunities for either side. While
Washington College was definite-
ly outmatched talentwise, they
did manage some potentially
dangerous attacks. The Hopkins
defense, however, playing with
the same consistency which they
have exhibited all season, was in-
strumental in thwarting these at-
tacks. While all four defenders
including Manning, Jon Martinie,
Nick Martin, and Mike
Vandekieft deserve credit.
Vandekieft and Martinie played
exceptional games. Vandekieft
stayed calm in his sweeper posi-
tion even during the Washington

attacks, and Martinie made some
excellent runs from the back to
set up scoring opportunities.

After a scoreless first half, the
Jays took little time to get started
in the second. With less than one
minute to play, Rich Bronshvag
picked the ball up at half field and
played it ahead to Jones at the
eighteen. Jones hit a streaking
Myles Flynn who hammered the
ball by a bewildered goalkeeper.
The goal was Flynn's first of the
season. After the early goal,
Hopkins kept up the constant
pressure. Bronshvag put together
a series of moves opening up a
shot at the goal. But before he
could unload, he was hacked in-
side the box. The ensuing penal-
ty kick by Vandekieft made the
score 2-0.
The Hopkins victory along

with Swarthmore's defeat of
Haverford the following day set
up a three way tie for the MAC
Southeast championship, with all
teams fin;.shing 4-1 in the con-
ference. After a coin flip, it was
decided that Hopkins would play
Haverford in the tiebreaker game,
with Swarthmore receiving a bye.
The game versus Haverford

took place this past Monday, and
the Jays came out smoking. After

Continued on page 14
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Freshman quarterback Scott Cade had his problems before injury.

Hockey Selected for
First NCAA Tourney
by Jay Friedman

Although the Women's Field
Hockey Team was defeated by
Messiah in the MAC champion-
ship, the game was not a total
loss. By winning the MAC
Southwest title, advancing to the
conference finals for the first time
ever, and ranking 16th in the final
Division III poll, Hopkins earn-
ed a spot in the NCAA Division
III Tournament. The Blue Jays
will make their first appearance
in the NCAA tournament Friday,
November 2 in a rematch against
Messiah, the Division III second
ranked team.
On Saturday, October 27,

Messiah defeated the Jays 5-0.
The loss was only the Jays' fourth
of the season. All of their losses
were to top fifteen teams.
Sophomore standout goalie, Alec
King, recorded twenty-five saves
during the contest as Messiah
controlled the ball for most of the
game. According to coach Sally
Beth Anderson, the teams were
better matched than the score
would indicate. "They never
should have gotten a 2-0 lead. We
made a couple of poor team plays
and they scored on some flukes,"
she said. The Hopkins defense
held Messiah in check during
settled play, allowing one goal off
a corner (in thirteen attempts),
and one on a "nice pass play."
Hopkins started quick as they

took the opening ball down the
field and fired a shot. However,
Messiah recovered and sent the
ball to their strong forward line
while the Blue Jays managed on-
ly two more shots for the rest of
the game. "They were very fast
breaking and had a quick transi-
tion. At least we tightened things
up in the second half," Anderson
added.
Senior co-captain Meredith

Blitz finally returned to action
after undergoing arthroscopic
surgery several weeks ago.
"Meredith played well. It was

nice to have her back because she
brings leadership to the field. she
also increases our options. We
have more flexibility in position-
ing players," said Anderson.
An unfortunate consequence of

the NCAA tournament draw is
that the Jays must travel to
Messiah again this week.
However, Anderson is confident
that a different Blue Jay team will
appear in the rematch. "If we
could score early, we could have
a good chance of beating them.
We've changed our game plan for
this game. We'll be a different
team," she said. Anderson is
counting on King, who has
allowed only 17 goals in 16
games for a 1.02 goals against
average, to have another of her
big games. The coach is also hop-
ing that Blitz can see more play-
ing time and the team can recover
from the mental. errors that con-
tributed to the championship loss.

Although Hopkins has had 14-2
records (compared to this years
10-4-2) in the past, they have
been overlooked by the NCAA
Tournament Selection Commit-
tee. Anderson attributes this
year's selection to the strength of
the Hopkins schedule and her
team's excellent play in tough
matches. Three Hopkins foes
were also invited to the tourna-
ment. Additionally, three more
played in the conference tourna-
ment. "It's great that we got past
Haverford in the MACs. We've
already reached my goal of mak-
ing the NCAAs from among
nearly 150 teams," concluded
Anderson.

If past performance means
anything, Hopkins can expect a
better game this week. Hopkins
lost to Bloomsburg 2-0 while
Bloomsburg defeated Messiah
2-1 during the regular season.
Additionally, the Blue Jays can
hope Messiah will look beyond
Hopkins to a potential quarter-
final matchup.

Bill Berger

Head coach Sally Beth Anderson is pleased with the team's NCAA bid.
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Holyfield KO's Orca
by Alex Tamin

Two hideous 'thuds' were
heard last week in Las Vegas
at the Mirage Casino. The first
was James "Buster" Douglas,
the undisputed heavyweight
champion of the world,
depositing all 246 pounds of
himself on an unsuspecting
scale at the weigh-in Wednes-
day night. The second was
those same 246 pounds being
deposited on the canvas by
Evander Holyfield during the
third round of their encounter.

Douglas, who weighed 231
when he defeated Mike Tyson
in February to gain the title,
exited both the weigh-in and
the ring area in remarkably
quick fashion for a man of his
size. Unfortunately, none of
that quickness was evident in
the ring where Holyfield con-
trolled the action before drop-
ping Shamu, I mean Buster,
with a perfect counter right
cross. Lou Duva, Holyfield's
manager, was right on target
Wednesday night after the
weigh-in when he said,
"They'll have to roll him in,
and take him- out on a
stretcher."

The first two rounds of the
fight found both men tight,
especially Douglas who
stretched several times during
the first six minutes. It was
also evident that the extra fif-
teen pounds had robbed
Douglas of his quickness and
remarkable jab that had
perplexed Tyson in Tokyo.
Conversely, Holyfield, who
weighed 208, followed his cor-
ner's game plan as he used a
suddenly effective jab and
movement to test the cham-
pion's stamina. Unfortunately
for pay per-viewers, the fight
had the makings of a boring af-
fair after two rounds.
At the beginning of the third

round, Douglas came out of
his corner with more life. Ap-
parently, he had realized he

would not last the full twelve,
rounds, and he had to get to
Holyfield's weaknesses, his
defense and susceptibility to
being hit. At the forty-five
second mark of the round,
Douglas landed a solid right
hand, but Holyfield rolled with
the punch and showed no ef-
fects from it. It would be
Buster's only effective punch
of the night. At the minute
mark, Douglas found himself
against the ropes.
As a Holy field jab fell short

and the challenger took a step
in, Douglas turned and dipped
his right shoulder to throw an
uppercut. Holyfield was ready
and he took a step back.
Douglas' lazy uppercut sailed
by leaving his chin exposed,
Holyfield's thunderous right
cross put an end to the reign
of Buster. At first, the punch
did not seem to be a legitimate
knockout punch, and cries of
"fix" were heard, but that was
due to the live camera angle.
The replays clearly show that
it short-circuited Douglas, and
left him limp on the canvas.
Who wins and loses from

this turn of events? The biggest
winner, aside from the entire
Holyfield camp, is George
Foreman, who gets a shot at
the new champ in April. You
have to give big George a
preacher and a puncher's
chance of winning. The big-
gest losers, aside from
Douglas, are Mike Tyson and
Don King (what a shame).
Tyson was all set to fight
Douglas in a rematch that
would have probably meant
$50 million for the fighters to
split, instead he will have to
wait at least a year for a shot
to regain his title. King would
have promoted that fight, in-
stead he is left without any
control over the current
heavyweight champion.
Moreover, there will be no in-
terest in a rematch between
Tyson and Orca, I mean
Douglas. _

Bill Berger

No, boys and girls, these men aren't moshing, they're playing soccer.

MAC Finals Await Jays
Continued from page 13

learning earlier in the day that
they would not be in the NCAA
tournament, the team was ob-
viously upset, but felt they had
something to prove. Manning
remarked on the pre-game at-
titude, "Coach Butler gave us a
talk before the game telling us to
put the NCAA thing behind us
and to concentrate on the task at
hand. We definitely had
something to prove." With the
season on the line, the Jays
streaked by Haverford, winning
4-1.

With the possible end to their
collegiate soccer careers, the
senior crew picked up their play.
All the scoring on the day for
Hopkins came from the seniors.
Looking like jockeys with their
checkerboard uniforms, Haver-
ford seemed ready, but it was the
Blue Jays who got out of the gates
early. Just :58 seconds into the
game, Jones played a free kick in-
to the box. After a patented
Myles Flynn "dummy" play,
Andrew Janis netted the ball, his
second goal of the season. Janis,

a key player for the Jays most of
the season has been injured of
late, but still has been able to pro-
vide valuable play. The first half
also saw the standout goaltending
by Jerry Irvine. While Irvine did
allow the first goal against the
Jays at home this season, he did
record 6 saves. Irvine has been
impressive in the net all season,
and proved it against Haverford
While the entire team seemed

to play together throughout, the
star of the day was Jones. Jones
had two goals and two assists to
place him on top of the Jays lad-
der with 21 points, including 6
goals and 9 assists. Seventeen
minutes into the first half with the
scored tied 1-1, Jones crossed the
ball to Manning, who headed the
ball into the net for his second
goal of the season.

Offensively, Hopkins pounded
Haverford with several attacking
weapons. "We made them get
defensive by sending different
people to goal," commented
Manning. Both goals in the
second half came off the foot of
Jones.

Rugby Loses Two at Catholic
by Ted Johnson

The Hopkins Rugby Club left
before the crack of dawn to com-
pete in the Potomac Rugby
Union's Division II playoffs at
Catholic University. Unfortunate-
ly, the day turned out to be a bad
one. They lost to two teams that
they had previously beaten this
season, American University and
Frostburg State.
The first game, scheduled at

the unholy time of 8:30 a.m., was
against American University. The
team had left with just 15 players,
just enough for a full side.
Among them were only 5 up-
perclassmen, Andy Piasecki,
Todd Safullo, Paul Kang, Joe
McCulloulh, and Matt Cunn-
ingham. The rest of the team con-

sisted of freshmen who had

played rugby for less than two
months. In the game against AU,
Hopkins played the first half
while down by 3 players, whose
car had gotten lost. Hopkins
made up for this handicap by
hustling around the field and
holding American to just four
tries in the first half. Unfortunate-
ly, that was enough. In the second
half, the car-load of missing
players finally found their way to
the field, and Hopkins was able
to field a full team. However,
they could not overcome the lead
established by AU in the first half

and fell, 20-0.
In the consolation game against

Frostburg State, they again lost,
12-0. While Frostburg had come
with enough people to substitute

Instructors needed
for January 1991

Intersession
Minicourses

All you need to have is:
1. Practical knowledge of your

subject
2. Experience with it
3. The ability and desire to

teach it

If you are interested, please call
x8209 by Wednesday
November 7, 1990.

Sponsored by the Hopkins Union

in for the second game, Hopkins
was forced to play with the same
15 rather than forfeit. They held
Frostburg to just two field goals
in the first half but could not
generate a consistent offense.
They almost managed to score
when freshman prop Andy Per-
maflex, who was being held five
feet above the ground by his legs,
passed off to freshman winger
Chris Klody before being double
supplexed to the ground. In the
second half, Frostburg managed
to score a try to end the game at
12-0. When asked to assess his
performance in the game, Andy
Permaflex responded, "Man, I
have to start lifting weights. I'm
getting thrown all over the field."

Although they lost both games,
Hopkins did show the other teams

in their matrix what they were
made of. Rather than forfeit the
first game, they played three men
down, and they made their
presence felt by knocking 5 op-
ponents out of the game and by
making hard tackles (most
notably, Joe McCullough's pile
driving of AU's winger and fly-
ing tackle of own teammate Paul
Kang). In the past two weeks,
Hopkins has lost 3 players for the
season. Fekade Sergew and Will
Checkley sustained shoulder
separations, while sophomore
scrumhalf Rob Grant broke a
finger.
Having lost their past 3 games,

Hopkins will attempt to get back
on track against S.A.I.S. at home
on the B.I.A. field on Saturday
at 12:30 p.m.

ALLIED
HEALTH

PROFESSIONALS

1 1P Discover a challenging
future with opportunities to

advance. Serve your country
while you serve your career with:

• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year

Find out how to qualify as an Air
Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
301-981-7897

Station-To-Station Collect

St. Paul Cleaners
3120 St. Paul St.

235-4413

TAILORING, REPAIRING, SAME DAY CLEAN-
ING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING

Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for

110% discount or 3 garments cleaned for the 1
price of two on all dry cleaning

eIpires 11/09/90 

Sarah Lawrence College

Ox for
An opportunity for qualified undergraduates to spend

a year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with Oxford
faculty, Oxford University lectures, and an affiliation with
an Oxford college immerse students in Oxford's rich
education tradition.

For information contact:
Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box JHUO

Bronxville, New York 10708

SCHOLARSHIPS
FELLOWSHIPS

GRANTS
EDS'S SERVICES

BOX 3006
BOSTON, MA 02130

TEA6Th43
MAY ALSOALSO

IMIVE GROWING
VEGMBLES10
MIME STUDS'

NUTRMON.

Teaching math or sci-
ence as a Peace Corps
Volunteer will develop
your professional skills
in the classroom and
beyond. You might be
assigned to teach math
to rural children in
Belize ... and after
school set up a vegeta-
ble garden to improve
nutrition. Or help local
women market hand-
icrafts. As a Peace
Corps Volunteer, you
will handle respon-
sibilities arid meet
challenges far greater
than those that might
be offered in a starting
position in the United
States. Educational insti-
tutions, international
firms and government
ag, -Icies value that
kind a: .?)q.)erience.

25 y.rs of PEACE CORPS
The toughest job you'll ever lave.

Sign up for an on campus Peace Corps
interview Nov. 2, Peace Corps Recruiters
will tell you about the overseas
opportunities that await you after
graduation. Call the Peace Corps at
(MX)) 424-8580 ext. 2226/2238 or in the
Metro D C area (202) 606-3940 for more
information.

•
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Freshman receiver Joe Richards inadvertently kicks batted pass up in-
to the air, leading to a Dickinson interception during second quarter.

Injury Of The Week
by Andrew Abrams

Welcome back IOTW loyalists,
you scavengers of the sports sec-
tion who know this Column ought
to be renamed "injury of the bi-
week." The injury of the week
renaissance has commenced. I.
buttressed by my virulent com-
mitment to reader education and
a new stack of "Shape"
magazines (rumored to be filled
with some wacky injuries), intend
to extend IOTW to it's unfunny
demise.
This renewal, however, is not

only a product of my singular
desire to see "injury" extended
(or hyper-extended) to its most
painful length. Instead, I must
give credit where credit is due.
101W typist and universal friend
of the borderline humorous,
Tierney "I've fallen and I can't
get up" Sherwin, first inspired
me to resurrect "Injury." Next,
the New York Jets coach Bruce
Coslet stated that wide receiver
Al Toon had been "playing with
a broken back," and while
the condition was not career
threatening, it had affected his on-
field performance. Coach
Coslet's been spewing exactly the
kind of disinformation which
keeps IOTW alive and kicking
(and since the Jets beat the Oilers
he can spew whatever he wants).
Toon actually had a fractured
vertebra. He is no longer risk in

Dream Season
Continues for
Hopkins Crews

Continued from page 13
high as we did, you have to be
pleased," said senior men's cap-
tain Rob Porcarelli.
Echoing Porcarelli's optimism,

junior Erik Plautz of the men's
heavyweight four considered the
crews' performances a success.
"We've improved all fall long

and are rowing together much
better. We saw a lot of crews in
Philadelphia that we won't see in
the spring season, so I think we
did very well against what was
very strong competition," said
Plautz.
With the consistently strong

performances the Johns Hopkins'
crews have posted at the various
regattas of the fall season, many
schools are beginning to take
notice of the up and coming pro-
gram that was, until recently, on-
ly a club sport.
"I think with the way we have

rowed this fall some people are
starting to take notice. We're
beginning to push some of the
really big crews, and I think
we've definitely turned some
heads," said Porcarelli.
The Johns Hopkins Crews will

wind up the fall season this week
competing in the Head of the Oc-
coquan Regatta in Lorton,
Virginia, on Saturday, November
3. The field will include crews
from George Mason, the
Potomac Boat Club, and George
Washington University.

paralysis, and is not playing as a
member of the proverbial "walk-
ing wounded." Finally, I'd like
to thank the 101W fans who
mentioned that they liked the col-
umn, or gave me the ultimate
compliment: "Yeah, I think I had
that."
Enough fluff; I know you want

the pure science that made this
column famous. Consider the hip
pointer; certainly it is among the
most inane sounding of sports in-
juries. Questions rush to one's
head. What is it? What does it
point to? Here's the dirt: you
might think two different injuries
are a hip pointer. 'The first, a con-
tusion (bruise) of the great
trochanter of the femur (hip bone)
is the true culprit. This painful
bruising of the bony pro-
truberance in one's hip, is not a
common injury for athletes who
have developed thigh muscles
(although most hacks who have
taken a tumble on the turf have
probably experienced this). The
pseudo-hip pointer, that pointy
pelvic condition, is a contusion of
the crest of the ilium. This is
more common, and can occur
despite developed thigh muscles
and thorough padding. I'm hap-
py, hope you're all happy too; a
mystery has been solved. And it
would have remained a mystery
too, if it weren't for you medd-
ling Injury of the Week fans. See
you next week.

Bill Berger

Omar Nicholson tries to outleap
Washington College player in 2-0
victory that landed the team in a
three-way tie for first place in
MAC Southeast. The Jays host
Swarthmore Tuesday for the tith.. 

Gridmen Turn Corner
Continued from page 13

was no good so Hopkins main-
tained a 7-6 lead.

Unfortunately, the lead disap-
peared on Dickinson's next
possession. After receiving the
punt at midfield, Dickinson's
quarterback Jack Melusky found
flanker Scott Cohen on a 41 yard
bomb. Cohen managed to get
behind cornerback Eric Williams,
who was having problems with
his left leg. The play set up
another 9 yard run from Ber-
natavitz for the TD. Dickinson
converted the two-point conver-
sion to take a 14-7 lead.

Dickinson's lead was short
lived as the Jays came right back
and scored. From their own 31
the Jays moved quickly up the
field with two runs from Erik
Mont. A pass interference call on
Dickinson bolstered the drive.
Guglielmo read the blitz perfect-
ly on the next play and found
Dave Cosenza for 23 yards. A
pass to Joe Richards for 8 yards
and a quarterback scramble gave
Hopkins a first and goal from the
1. Dickinson delayed the in-
evitable for three downs, before
Guglielmo tossed a 2 yard TD

pass to Erik Mont. The point after
was good and the teams were
even at 14.
The game ended in a tie thanks

to two missed field goals toward
the end of the game. With 3:06
remaining Dickinson's 25 yard
field goal attempt hit the right
upright. The second' miss came
with six seconds left from 42
yards. The kick had the distance,
hut it was wide right.
That ended the ball game, but

there was a scary scene to report
after the game. Hopkins' punter
and running back Lou Angelos
fainted in the locker room and
was rushed to the hospital. It was
discovered that he was bleeding
internally due to a ruptured
spleen. He was operated on, and
is doing fine now. His season is
obviously over, but our best
wishes go out to him and his
family. His punting chores will be
taken over by Dan Flynn.
As for the other injured

ballplayers, Frank Gangemi
(knee) and Mike Hallenbeck
(thigh) are probable for Satur-
day's game. Tom Baugher (neck)
is very questionable, while Scott
Cade (hand) is out.

Polo Looks to MAC 'S
After Rough Weekend
by Ethan Skolnick

Although the past weekend left
them with an unspectacular 10-9
record, the Johns Hopkins Men's
Water Polo Squad remains con-
fident about the upcoming
postseason.
"We've improved in the last

couple of weeks," said Coach
Craig Silliman.
The Jays lost two of their three

official games at the Washington
and Lee Fall Classic (they also
lost an unofficial contest). They
were 16-9 losers to the host
school, and 18-3 victims to Navy.
What made the losses easier to
swallow, however, was that both
opponents were Division I
schools. When the Jays played
someone their own size—
Lynchburg----they were 18-7
winners.
"We went down there for the

learning experience," said
Silliman. "Actually, we played
pretty well."

This weekend's MAC Cham-
pionships are at RPI in Troy,
New York. Johns Hopkins is
seeded second behind long-time
nemesis George Washington
(whom they've lost to three times
this season). Eight schools will be
competing in the tournament, and
the Jays will likely have to finish
second or third to gain a bid to
the following week's Eastern

Championships at Williams
College.

In order to reach this
weekend's finals (probably
against OW), the Jays will face
challenges from U Penn, U
Maryland, and St. Francis.
Hopkins is 3-0 against St. Fran-
cis this year but has yet to face
the Quakers or Terrapins. Other
schools competing in the tourna-
ment are GW, RPI, Penn State,
and Cornell.
"All of the teams are good, but

if we play up to our potential, we
have a good chance," concluded
Silliman.
Junior Jay Smith and

sophomores Mike Zelman and
Doug Jones have been the offen-
sive stars all year. Silliman,
however, refuses to single out
one individual player as being the
key to the squad's success.
"We're depending on a well-

rounded performance from the
team as a whole," said Silliman.
"We want to spread the scoring
around."
The team believes that its tough

schedule has prepared it well for
the challenges ahead.
"We had a break from MAC

competition and some appropriate
tough losses," concluded Jones.
"Our games against Division I
teams have fine-tuned us and
given us an advantage. We're
now in the right mindset to play
MAC teams."

BIA Notes
by Arthur Young

I'm hating life. It's Tuesday
night and my semiformal date
just ditched me. At least my
life is not as had as DOMINIC
W1KER's.
Anyway, I lost the into

Glenn gave me about BIA, so
I guess I'm gonna have to wing
it. 4A defeated BSU in the in-
dependent championship foot-
ball game as the BIA President
and Vice-President were seen
beating up a 5-7 playerifrom
BSU. In dorms, Sylvester beat
Hollander in an action-packed
game that was so exciting that
the refs forgot the score.
Nobody puked this week,

but Julia "I need a real man"
Pelagatti and Lisa "No rela-
tion to Dan" Marino were
seen stripping Andy "Flesh"
Gordon at DU on Friday night.
I guess that qualifies them for
Players of the Week, although
there was a girl who said to
"Flesh," "If you feel a need
to come, call me."

Laura "At least I don't have
to give the CVP tab to Bob"
Scott did her best Andre Ware-

Barry Sanders-O.J. Simpson
imitation as she Heismanned
just about everyone on the
Board. Victims included
"Now I only have a one-inch"
Rod, Phil "Oh my god, my
blind date is bigger than
Charlie Spak" Michaelson,
and, of course; myself. But,
she did have her best perfor-
mance against Dominic. Upon
being asked whether she would
go to the semiformal with poor
Dom, she rolled her eyes and
replied sarcastically, "Yeah,
right." ATO also got
Heismanned as they realized
that they had no one on the
Board to complain to. Oh
yeah, DU is hereby issuing a
challenge to ATO in soccer,
with either BIA points or a keg
at stake. For more info, call
Richard "a.k.a. DICK"
Shane.

Well, that just about sums it
up. Some girl named Ereni
told me to keep an eye on her
for POW this week: she said
she was getting heinous at the
DU party this Saturday night.
Grover wanted to be in this
article.

IWI Berger
The action in the soccer tourney was hot and heavy on and off the field.

Volleyball Wins Notre Dame Tourney
Left Out in Cold By NCAA Selection Committee
by Lorin Engquist

Johns Hopkins Women's
Volleyball completed its best
season in school history by win-
ning all five of its matches in the
year-ending Notre Dame tourna-
ment, as well as defeating Upsala
on Monday. The Jays won fifteen
out of their last 17 matches to
finish with a 20-7 record.
However, it was not enough to
earn a bid in the post-season
tournament.

Despite their strong overall
record, the Jays only won two of
their five intradivisional contests,
leaving them fourth in the MAC
Southwest and devoid of post-
season life. The top four division
winners in the MAC receive
automatic berths, and six "at-
large" bids are given out.
Hopkins had posted wins over the
top two teams in the MAC Nor-
theast, but having a bevy of
powerful schools in their own
division—Western Maryland,
Gettysburg, and Dickinson—
proved too big an obstacle to
overcome.

Hopkins proved to be the class
of Baltimore volleyball, however.
The Jays hardly broke a sweat in
beating Notre Dame, Washington
College, Hood College, Mary-
mount, and Goucher to sweep the
tournament. Hopkins found itself
in a 13-13 tie in the first game,

however, but escaped with a
16-14 victory. They were never
seriously threatened after that.
"We had beaten all those teams
before, so we knew that if we
played the way we were capable
of playing we would win," said
head coach Bill Jones.

The Jays played Upsala on
Moilday in a make-up match, and
came away with a 15-5, 16-4,
17-15 win. In the second game,
Hopkins dug itself a hole, falling
behind 11-3. The team was not
communicating well and ap-
peared flustered. Jones called a

timeout, and the team gathered
themselves and came back to take
a 15-14 lead. After trading
several side-outs, the Jays were
finally able to complete the com-
eback. Upsala had finished
second in the MAC Northeast,
but was unable to end the Jays
season-long nine game home win-
ning streak.
Jones was very pleased with the

team's performance on the year.
"We've gotten better all season,"
he said. "At the start of the
season, we were averaging seven
kills a game. Now we're averag-
ing eleven, which means we in-
creased the efficiency of our at-
tack by more than 50 percent."
Jones pointed to the team's im-
proved offense as the difference
between this year's and last year's
squad. "The big thing we did this
season was attack." Jones
pointed to Firouzeh Bahrampour,
Suzy Yoon, Trang Pham and Jen-
nifer Kishimori as a few of the
players who improved their of-
fensive games. "All of the other
players really contributed," Jones
said.
With twenty wins, Jones and

the team can look ahead to next
year with confidence. The Jays
will not lose any players to
graduation. "Our goal is to get
an at-large bid," Jones said.
"Our focus is going to be Dickin-
son. If we had beaten them this
year we would have gotten in."The women's volleyball team had many reasons to smile this season.
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The Miranda Act 
Continued from page 4

had the same first class Friday,
and she had promised him she'd
make sure he went. Zack needed
It
"Zack!" she said to the prone

figure, who again muttered
something she couldn't figure.

Zack's eyes opened, took in the
fact that he was not in his bed at
home (a feeling Miranda herself
had felt) and finally figured out
where he was.
"I had the weirdest dream," he

muttered.
"I don't want to know,"

Miranda smiled.

it was about these five
teenage girl convicts."
"I knew I didn't want to know.

You ready?"
"Do I look like I'm ready?"
"Sure. You're just a little

wrinkled."
"My teeth have grown hair."
"So shave them. Five minutes,

Burroughs."
"Feh!" Zack muttered, as he

rolled off the couch face-down
onto the floor. Zack believed that
a hard impact to the face was pro-
bably as good as any three cups
of coffee. He walked off ta the
bathroom, rubbing his nose and

complaining. For once, Miranda
didn't worry about Zack going in-
to Carol's room. After last night's
talk, perhaps that would become
the status quo.

Doris was done in the kitchen,
so Miranda put her mug in the
nuker and returned to her room
to dress. Sweatpants. Old dance
company T-shirt. Battered white
keds. Miranda went out of her
way to appear "informal," she
thought (though "less attractive"
was probably Miranda's real ob-
jective. No point in looking good
when your boyfriend is three
thousand miles away, even if he

is joining the army without ask-
ing her, the big jerk). Grabbing
her books, she trod through the
curtain in the doorway subbing
for a door. Zack was asleep again
on the couch.
Seven minutes later, as she

dragged his wearied body down
much too sunny morning streets,
she realized that she had left her
cup in the microwave.

Next: A special News-Letter
crossover, as Miranda and Zack
(with Carol's help) try to figure
out this week's "One-Hit
Wonders" Quiz. Wish them luck,
they're going to need it.
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Baltimore'sIc)%
,06\Nie Largest Slice!!

Only $1.75 (25 cents/topping)
(Sold until 4:00 pm)

Small cheese pizza $4.75
Large cheese pizza $6.50

3600 Keswick Road
235-2595

10% off for all Students

A New Generation Of Red Cross,
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Join the
News-Letter

Staff
The News-Letter wants you. Our

production department is looking for
reliable, accurate typists. You don't
even have to take a typing test! It's
that simple. Come on down to the
Gatehouse (that's the little stone
building in the ditch) and rap with
us all night long. We'll supply free
pizza. ..not to mention $5 an hour
for typists! If you're interested,
don't delay. Call either Jack or
Sylvia at 338-7647 today.

M.S.E Symposium
presents

Taylor_Branch

The Riddle of Moses:
Blacks and Jews in

America

Thursday,
November 8
Shriver Hall
8:00 p.m.

MESA
Middle East Students Association

presents

CRISIS

IN THE GULF

AN ARAB PERSPECTIVE

LECTURE BY

RICHARD MELHEM

A prominent journalist among the Arab-American

community in Washington -- will discuss the

implications of a military confrontation in the

Gul f

Monday, November 12th, 1990

Glass Pavilion

7:30 - 8:30

Ta unpus
LLotes--

Save mucho dinero at the next meeting

of The Comic Book Club! Next Tues-
day at 6:00 in the Little Theatre, save

up to 40 percent on new comics—we're
ordering again! And, peruse our 350

volume library! Call Stephen Kent at
889-3019 for more info.

The sentient mass of chemicals and elec-
tricity that is the brain of HopSFA has
a very special surprise for you! If you
dare, come to the Little Theatre next
Thursday at 8:00 p.m. to see what it is.
Or die of curiosity. Your choice.

On Friday, November 2nd at 7:30 p.m.
in Remsen Hall, the Baltimore Coali-
tion Against U.S. Intervention in the
Middle East will be sponsoring a
speakout against the U.S. unilateral ac-
tion in Iraq. Everyone is invited to at-
tend to hear a new point of view on the
Iraqi crisis.

The Shotokan Karate Club presents
Master Class '90 taught by Master
Teruyuk: Okazaki, 8th Dan, who is a
senior instructor in the Japan Karate
Association and the Chief Instructor of
the International Shotokan Karate
Federation. Monday, November 5th in
the Athletic Center's Auxiliary Gym.
Beginner class from 6-7 p.m. In-
termediate class from 7-8 p.m. Call
Bryan at 338-5807 for more info.

You need a donut, but Gilman's closed.
Don't panic. A Place to Talk has 25 cent
donuts every Tuesday, and you don't
even have to smuggle them into the
HUT. And for you health nuts, we now
have POPCORN! Open Sunday-Friday,
7 p.m.-I a.m. We listen. We care. We
have food. Thanks guys! Love, APTT.
P.S. You guys can stop by for free pop-
corn too!

Motivating Volunteers--Monday,
November 5, 4-5 p.m. Arellano Theatre.
How do you get others to follow your
lead? Sponsored by Office of Students
Activities and the Hopkins Union.

Apply now for the Mayor's Fellowship
Program (Spring 1991 semester), a
6-credit undergraduate course in urban
policy featuring a seminar and intern-
ships in urban planning, administration,
law, social services, community
organization, economic development,
and related fields. For information and
applications, contact Robert Seidel, In-
stitute for Policy Studies, Shriver Hall,
338-4624.

Study Abroad Special Events:presents
Director Bernhard Buchner, Institute of
European Studies, Freidurg Center. Fri-
day, November 9, 1990, 235 Mergen-
thaler Hall, 10:00 a.m.

Undergrads, Grads, Facul-
ty. . .BEWARE--Nothing is Sacred.
Throat Culture 1990 Coming
Soon. . .To a Theater Near Your
Cafeteria—JHU Barnstormers.

Come by and find out about the first
fraternity to abolish pledging! Zeta Beta
Tau will be having Fall Rush activities

next week. Monday, Nov. 5 is Monday
Night Football. Tuesday, the 6th is gam-
ing night with poker, diplomacy. Il-
luminati, etc. Wednesday, the 7th is
Movie Night. Tues. and Weds, events

begin at 7:00 p.m. ZBT 331 East
University Pkwy. Call 243-6679 for

more into.

Fall 1990 NEH Humanities Series:
Next Wednesday Seminar is Nov. 7.
Jean-Christophe Agnew (Yale) will pre-
sent "History and Literature: The Fami-
ly Romance." 5:30 p.m. in the
Preclinical Training Building Auditorium
of the JH School of Medicine—corner of
Monument and Wolfe Streets. Call
955-3363 for more information. Free
parking.

Model UN—No meeting this week. If
you want to go to U-PENN, contact
Norv: 235-7784. We have Japan for U-
PENN and the dates are Nov. 15-18th.

Band—Only 5 more rehearsals until the
concert. Try to make all of the rehear-
sals. Wed. and Sun. at 7:00 p.m.

The Homewood Discussion Group
(Sponsored by GALA) will meet Tues-
day, November 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Garrett Room (MSE Library). Meetings
are open to anyone interested in discuss-
ing issues facing the general lesbian,
bisexual, and gay community. For more
info. call 235-1983.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will
meet Monday, November 5, at 7:30 p.m.
in Conference Room A (below the Glass
Pay). Meetings are open to anyone in-
terested in issues facing gay, lesbian, and
bisexual students. For more info. call
235-1983.

Circle K—Synonymous with charity,
fellowship, and more fun than humans
should be allowed to have. How can one
group do so much for so many? Find out
at our next meeting—Weds. at 7:30 in

the Garrett Room. Questions? Call Jen-
nie at 235-6518.

The Bridge Club host the first round of
the NACBC college bridge tournament.

We'll be meeting in Levering Cafeteria
(not the snack bar) next Tuesday at 8:00.
All levels of players are welcome! For
more info, call Jonah at 235-3579.

Yo CTVers! Do you remember all the

great times you had at CTY? Would you
like to have a CTY Reunion? Come to

the CTY Alumni Association meeting on
Tuesday, Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. in the AMRI

TV Room and hear about our upcoming
Reunion! Free Pizza. For details: call

Erica at 243-8939 or Robin at 467-7602.

The Canterbury Club will he having a

coffee for all members and interested

students on Tuesday, November 6, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Little Theatre.

Come by and say hello, have a cookie
and a cup of coffee. See you there.

Sunday Evening Bible Study—
Presented by The Union of Jewish
Graduate Students. November 4 and 11
at 8:00 p.m. All students are welcome.

Campus Notes Policy

All Campus Notes entries must
be 50 words or less and must be
submitted to the News-Letter of-
fice by no later than 5 p.m. on
Wednesday.

Please Note: Since space is
very limited, the News-Letter can
only print one Campus Note en-
try per organization per week.
Thank you for following this
policy. 

HILLCREST CLINIC
Prompt confidential help

• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
• ABORTION SERVICES
• BIRTH CONTROL SERVICES

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL.

788-44001

• SONOGRAMS
• COUNSELING
• COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Open Mon Sat
830 5(10 pm W.) mom
5602 Baltimore National Pike *600

CLASSIFIED
ADOPTION. Are you
pregnant and not ready to
be a parent or do you
know someone? We need
your help to fill our empty
nursery and bring a
baby's laughter to our
home. Lots of neighbors,
cousins, two dogs to play
with and room in the yard
for a big swingset. We
help with expenses, strict-
ly legal, confidential.
Please call Gretchen and
Kirby collect anytime.
301-321-7543.

EXPERT TYPING.
882-9413, Towson/
Parkville area. Top quality.

TYPING SERVICES
Reports, Term Papers,
Resumes etc. Fast Tur-
naround, Reasonable
Rates. Call ELLEN at
549-1551.

ADOPTION Warm, pro-
fessional woman, finan-
cially secure, is longing to
adopt. Extended family.
Legal, medical expenses
paid. If you are pregnant
or have recently given
birth and are seeking a
good, loving home for
your baby, please call col-
lect: 202-966-5460.

HEY JOHNS HOPKINS!
This Bud's for you! We
ordered more T-shirts for
the holidays. Do you need
one for yourself or for a
gift? We have JHU Buds,
Bart Cross training and
JHU Boxers. Just call
659-0974

ADOPTION: Loving, suc-
cessful professional seeks
to adopt infant. Can help
with medical/legal costs. I
can make this difficult time
easier. Call Elaine collect
703-280-9674.

Contact Your
Local Chapter. American Red Cross
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Emmy Mogilensky, keynote speaker at
the opening of the Holocaust and War
Victims Tracing and Information Center,
will be giving a commemorate lecture
marking the anniversary of
Kristallnscht: Night of Broken Glass.
Lecture to be held at the Jewish Students'
Center (KDH) basement of AMRI on
Nov. 7, at 8:00 p.m. All welcome.
Presented by UJGS.

Who Wrote the Bible? Dr. Andrew
Goldfinger, a senior physicist at The
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab, will
present a mathematical investigation in-
to the origins of the Bible. Sunday
November 18, 8:30 in the Garrett Room,
MSE Library, Q Level. Reception to
follow. All welcome. Presented by the
UJGS.

Come hear about Dating at the next
meeting of the Hopkins Christian
Fellowship. Be there at 7:30 p.m., on
Fri. Nov. 2, in the Garrett Room of the
MSE. Hopkins alumni Neil and Rence
Livingstone will give this awesome talk!
Free food, and sing along to follow!!

Hullabaloo—Get your '90 and '91 year-
books on Fridays in front of the Book
Store. We will be selling and distributing
last year's book and taking orders for this
year's. Price of last year's book will go
up two weeks from now, so get one
soon.

To find out what's
amiss at Hopkins, and who

it affects, turn to
Stephen Kent Jusick's

'Screw the Right Thing'—
every week in Editorial

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,

TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW? Call refundable.
1-206-736-0775, Ext.  :.73130 

unmv
011. American
-11- Red Cross

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

The Black & Blue Jay meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Little
Theatre, so come and bring your funny
stuff. Our next issue will be out (hopeful-
ly) by Reading Week, so get your sub-
missions in NOW!! P.S. Happy
Halloween!

Come to The Flying Circus Dance!
Saturday, Nov. 3 (that's tomorrow!) In
the Rat from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Beer, too!
(with 2 IDs) Also, services are at 5:30
tonight in the KDH. Dance sponsored by
the JSA.

The Club Italian° is having a conver-
sation table every Friday at noon in
Levering (near where pizza is sold). All
are welcome—non-natives as well as
natives!

The House of Commons will be meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 6 at 8:00 p.m. in the Ex-
ecutive Room. Discussion topic is cen-
sorship in rock lyrics and how much piz-
za we can eat. All are welcome.

Science & Society Discussion Group:

next meeting Monday Nov. 5, 12 noon

in Gilman 328. Will continue topic of the

Two Cutters, whether any humanities

people show up or not (we hope someone

will). Brownies, chips & soda provide

extra motivation. Contact Taner Edis,

x7832 or 467-3778 for questions.

Attention: Tau Beta Pi members and
candidates. Sunday, Nov. 4 marks the
return of PJ's Night. From 7 p.m. to
whenever, pizza and beverages are on
us. So, stop by and fill up these signature
books.

PLEASE submit your meetings and
events to the new Hop Events Calender.
The Events Calender will list all submit-
ted events and meetings in poster format
for the next two weeks, and will be
rotated weekly. It will be posted in all
freshmen dorms and on major campus
bulletin boards as well. For any group,
this is a great publicity: and it's free! Any
?'s call Cliff Earle, 889-6556. Thanx.

The Entertainment Council will have
an important meeting this Mon., Nov.
5 in the SAC Lounge. We need your
help.

Hey! Hey! Hey! Tonite .. Glass
Pay. . Junior Class Halloween Par-
ty. . .Juniors free. All others $1.
Music. . . Food. . . BE THERE.

Historical Simulations proudly presents
baseball as it should be played, under the
lights and on carpet. Come and see the
Strat-O-Matie All Star Game. The
Hockey playoffs start today, too. Only
on Friday in Conference Room A in
Levering from 4 to 12.

Solution to "College Scramble"
BATH BR I CE H AHA
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Weekly Crossword
"ARTY FACTS" By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 "Creation of  

Michaelangelo
5 Rivera:

Muralist
10 Immense
14 Moola in Roma
15 More peculiar
16 Medicinal herb
17 Liberals org.
18 Stay in Dijon
19 Vegas lights, eq.
20   O'Keefe:

"Black Iris"
22 John Singer •

"Frieze of the Prophets'
24 Fed. tax agency
25 Television sound
26 El  : "View of

Toledo"
29 Whelp
30 Monsters
34 Acting part
35 Cribbage piece
36 Cornell's home
37 Friend in Dijon
38 Artist Monet and others
40 Army bed
41 St. Peter's gates, eg.
43 Big : California town
44 Soccer great
45 Biblical prophet
46 Consumed
47 Telegrams
48 Got up
50 Nervous habit
51 Jackson 

American abstract artist
54 Paul  : Cubist
58 "To me" in Dijon
59 in flames
61 Word with opera
62 Mom's bros.
63 green: Coat

material
64 Angry
65 William in Dublin
66 First sign of the Zodiac
67 Head of a tale

DOWN
1 "There's     in

the economy": Recession
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2 Vegas cubes
3 Singer Guthrie
4   Utrillo:

Montmartre artist
5 Ms. Day
6 Notion
7 Mayor Koch and

Mr. Asner
8 " in time

for breakfast"
9 Mountain nymph
10 Vincent  •

"Sunflowers"
11 Away from the wind
12 Promptly
13 Omar's shelter
21  -Pup: Dog food
23 Donnybrooks
25 Pierre  Renoir:

Impressionist
26 Visual aid
27 Juliet's lover
28 Mr. Howe the sewing

machine man
29 Pod member
31 Andretti, eq.
32 School in Dijon

P.O.

33 Satisfies
35 Thickness
36 Noun sutfix
38 Mild cigar
39 Owed at present
42 Form of art
44 Pablo : "Mother and

Child"
46 Request: 2 wds
47 "The  ": Former

Broadway play
49 City in Florida
50 High schoolers
51 Peter  Rubens:

"Elevation of the Cross"
52 Atlanta arena
53 Places: Latin
54 North American Intlian

tribe
55 Midday
56 Drug cop
57 Sword
60 Mr. Amin
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Activities Calendar
Friday, November 2 Sunday, November 4
4:30-7 p.m. It's time to kick off the weekend witl yet another 7 and 9 p.m. Can your brain not handle a full-length movie after

Hoppy Hour! Circle K and the HOP sponsor the festivities the stresses of mid-terms? Then come to Reel World's
in the Glass Pavilion, presentation of Shorts Week, featuring three mini-films.

p.m. GALA presents AIDS Activisim, a video documentary by Shriver Hall. $3 admission; $2 students.
AIDS activists about AIDS activists. Show up at the Arellano
Theatre for this free presentation.

8 and 10:15 p.m. See Bruce Willis escape certain death about
542 times in two hours! WWF presents Die Hard II at Shriver
Hall. $3 admission; $2 students.

8 and 10:15 p.m. Just why are there so many songs about
rainbows?!? Find out as the Senior Class Film Series presents
The Muppet Movie in Schaffer 3. $3 admission; $2 students.

9:30-2 a.m. Just because Halloween was two days ago doesn't
mean you have to put up those costumes yet. The Class of
1992 sponsors a Halloween Party in the Glass Pavilion.
Juniors get in free; everyone else pays a buck.

10 p.m. The Grad Club mellows out with the folk music of Voices
From the Field. $2 admission. (Just don't keep the McCoy
folks up too long.)

Saturday, November 3
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Want to improve the quality of your life? For only

$60, you can!!! The Office of Special Events presents Vision,
Personal Power, and Choice, a program aimed at providing
a practical approach for your goals in life. Held in the Garrett
Room of the MSE Library.

7 p.m. To satisfy that craving for some good Indian food, come
to the Glass Pavilion for the Diwali Dinner, sponsored by the
HIA and catered by Taj Restaurant. $8 admission.

p.m. The Hopkins Symphony Orchestra performs for the first
time this year, featuring Eric Conway on piano. $5 general
admission; $3 senior citizens; free for JHU. students. Shriver
Hall.

8 and 10:15 p.m. Be forewarned — don't get anywhere close
to Bruce Willis on Christmas Eve! WWF presents Die Hard
ll in the Arellano Theatre. $3 admission; $2 students.

8 and 10:15 p.m. A frog, a pig, and a bunch of over-the-hill has-
beens. The Senior Class Film Series presents The Muppet
Movie in Schaffer 3. $3 admission; $2 students.

Monday, November 5
4 p.m. Learn how to trick your workers into doing your bid-

ding. The Leadership Into the '90s Series presents Motivating
Volunteers in the Arellano Theatre, sponsored by the Office
of Student Affairs. Admission is free.

7 p.m. Living in B'more isn't quite as safe as the brochures might
imply. Phi Mu wants to help you survive with its program
Citizens Against Crime. Glass Pavilion — admission is free.

Tuesday, November 6
7 p.m. The Progressive Students Union shows the film Promises

To Keep, about the late housing activist Mitch Snyder.
Brendan Walsh, codirector of VIVA House in Washington,
leads a discussion afterwards. Bloomberg Auditorium;
admission is free.

Wednesday, November 7
12 noon. No, that isn't a tortured sheep you're hearing. It's senior

Phil Garrant at the Wednesday Noon Series in the Garrett
Room of the MSE Library in "Scotland Forever: A
Presentation and Performance Featuring the Great Highland
Bagpipe." Admission is free.

5 p.m The Women's Studies Lecture Series sponsors Gender
and Entitlement, a lecture by Brenda Major of SUNY-Buffalo.
Donovan Room (110 Gilman); admission is free.

Thursday, November 8
8 p.m. The third lecture of the 1990 MSE Symposium features

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Taylor Branch, who will deliver
a lecture on "The Riddle of Moses: Blacks and Jews in
America." Shriver Hall; admission is free.

10 p.m.-2 a.m. The end of the week is nearing! Celebrate at
Funk Nite in the Rat. $1 admission.

1
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"Yar! It's the 'Medley of Their Hit' Quiz"
Sponsored by: Eddie's liquors 3109 St. Paul St. (243-0221) and Eddie's Supermarket 311 7 St. Paul St. (889-1558)

Win a case of beer and $10 worth of munchies.

Teach me to taunt my loyal quizlings. I mean, I real-

ly didn't think that many people were going to enter.

Really, I didn't. Open mouth, insert foot. Upon enter-

ing the Gatehouse today, I was attacked by a huge pile

of entries to the 'Don't Cry For Me, Argentina' quiz,

prompted by my shameless begging for entries. Now,

I'm not saying that this is a bad thing, mind you. I just

don't want people hunting me down screaming, "You

lied! You told me nobody would enter! You made me

promises! You told me you'd respect me in the

morning!"
Please nobody do that. I don't want to spend nights

waking up in a cold sweat.
More to the point. This week heralds my first attempt

at a quiz tradition, with my shot at the "One-Hit

Wonder" quiz. I apologize for the lack of "Gala."

Anyway, the trick to the quiz is, for those of you whose

brains have been rotted out by watching too much Cop

Rock, is to name the group that performed the tune that

I give you. Perhaps it'll help if you hum.
Note: The songs presented herein in no way repre-

sent the musical taste of the QM. Any resemblance to

anyone's musical taste, living or dead, is too frighten-

ing to contemplate.
The One-Hit Wonder Quiz is dedicated to Rachelle

Seelinger.
Entries, as you may have figured out by now, must

be at the Gatehouse by five o'clock Wednesday to be

eligible. Whoever finally comes out of the quiz-grading

brouhaha with the highest score comes away with ten

dollars worth of things in a grocery bag and a bunch

of cans in a box (food and beer, people, food and beer).

1. Pop Muzik
2. Let The Music Play
3. Maniac
4. Der Kommissar
5. Always Something There To Remind Me
6. Puttin' On The Ritz (post-1980 version)
7. Our House
8. 99 Luftballoons
9. Major Tom (Coming Home)
10. Right Place Wrong Time
11. Pac-Man Fever
12. Too Shy
13. She's A Beauty
14. I Wanna Be A Lifeguard
15. Good Luck Charm
16. The Hustle
17. Turning Japanese (I Really Think So)
18. We Are Family
19. TSOP (The Sound of Philadelphia)
20. Come On Eileen
21. Gonna Fly Now
22. Funkytown
23. 867-5309/Jenny
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24. Whisper To A Scream (Birds Fly)
25. The Safety Dance
26. Believe It Or Not (Theme from "Greatest American
Hero")

27. Let's Hear It For The Boy
28. All Right Now
29. My Sharona
30. Tainted Love/Where Did Our Love Go
Bonus: One of these songs is not like the others; one
of these songs doesn't belong. Can you find the song
that's not like the others, before I finish my song?
(Before my song is done.)

Results: Well, (do I always start my "Results" sections
with "Well"? Probably so.) as I mentioned above, I was
amazed by the influx of entries for what I primarily saw
as a self-indulgent quiz. Grades for this (will I get to
put QM on my teaching resume?) ranged from 12½
questions correct all the way up to 24½ correct. Kudos
go out to everyone who saved my reputation and entered,
but in the final judgement (as the QM assumes deific
proportion) the winner of the eats and drinks is a quiz
regular, Christopher "The Right" Engle who stunn-
ed me with his command of the minute details of the
story of Eva (though fear not Dana and Adrianne . . . I
wasn't that stunned.) The answers, to check against your
test, were: 1) May 17, 1919, 2) Maria Eva Ibarguren
(though she used the name Duarte throughout her life),
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3) Three sisters (Blanca, Elisa and Erminda) and a

brother (Juan). She also had three half-sisters by her

father's real wife, 4) A tango singer, rumored to have

been Eva's lover, 5) She arrived in January 1935
(Thanks to the person who answered this question "Ar-

rived 3:47 p.m.") coming from the town of Junin, 6)

She wanted to be an actress, 7) With Argentinian radio,

8) The Argentinian government was overthrown and

Ramirez became president. Juan Peron was involved on

the winning side, 9) A charity affair for the victims of
the San Juan earthquake, 10) She used her radio show

to propagate Peronism, 11) She disliked them, preferr-
ing the lower working class, 12) The Rainbow Tour,

13) Spain, Italy, Portugal, France and Switzerland, 14)
England, 15) The Sociedad de Beneficiencia, 16) The

Eva Peron Foundation, 17) Vice President of Argen-
tina, 18) Opposition from the army and deteriorating

health, 19) "Loyalty Day," when Peron was freed from

prison, as well as the date of Eva's last public address,

20) Saturday, July 26, 1952, 21) Maria Maggi was the

name that Eva was buried under in Milan, 22) From

Milan to Madrid, 23) She was dead, 24) Natually dark

black, but she died it blonde, 25) The show "Evita"

by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber. Bonus: Once

it was pesos, but now the currency is the austral. Thanks

for everyone's help. Next week we can work on my term

paper, okay?
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Submisssions to exposure will be
forwarded to the student-run art
show to be held Feb. 27-28 for
the unrecognized and mute talents
of the Hopkins student body. All
visual arts are now being active-
ly sought. Drop off submissions
in Fine Arts box in SAC Lounge
or call Aliya at 889-8939.


